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The school provides one of the two mai:
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Tits impact is exerted nn his life space tnrougn his parti-

cipation, five days a week, nine months a year
activities of the school.

in the interaction and
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materials and professionally !:rainc_d tescners, the school assumes resvnsi
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about the physica:, biological; social

economic,, and political environ-

ments; teaching skills of acquiring and Isl.-1g knowledge in tie solving
of problems; forming values and attitudes about standards 3f achievement,
morals, interpersonal orientations. and self wortn.

The type of collaboration between pupil and teacher in the
acceptance of these goals and ways of wnrkilg toward them ia crucial to
the efficient transmission of the cuItur,:. and to the development and
growtn of criati-Je contributions t: the culture,.
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tne dynam:cs of

the learning situations in a variety of p-Alit school classrooms,

The

focus of the project is to make a comparative analysis of tna patte,n:, of
cooperation or alienation among parents

teachers. peers and individual

pupils which create learning c Itures of differing productivity in about
30 classrooms at elementary and secondary levels in setren different
school systems.
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Chapter I

A LOOK AT THE CLASSRCOM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT'

Already at 8:45 a.m. Mrs
beehive of activity.

Thrasher's 2nd grade classroom is a

Although school doesn't start officially until 9:00,

many of the children have come early and are engaged with small groups
of their friends in a variety of projects..

Richard (#260). Robin (#259),

and James (#240) are engrossed in a small terrarium containing a couple
of toads and a garter snake.

Richard is talking loudly to his friends.

tapping on the glass next to the snake, and saying, "Sure snakes can eat
toads!

You just get this one mad enough and he'll go after it!"

Brenda

(#241) is looking on, too.

Three girls are gathered around a small record player listening
to records.

Sally (#245) seems to be operating the machine.

A couple of boys are playing dominoes.
are gathered around Mrs. Thrasher,

Five or six children

Al (#2M is describing a canoe ride

he'd had with his dad the afternoon before.

Eac:11 of the cthers is obvi-

ously trying to get a chance to tell about something he had done, too
Jerry (#243) is scuffling with Ge:irge ( #246). but a sever? look

from Mrs. Thrasher seems to have some effect
At 9:00 all twenty-four of the children have arrived,
Thrasher seats herself as a signal for them to gather around her
semi-circle, sitting on the floor.

Mrs.
in a

Planning for the morning s unit period

on Pre-historic Animals is about to begin.

Robert Fox primarily is responsible for the contents of Chapter I.

2

As outside observers, interested in the dynamics 7f
the classroom, we may say '1'7 curse:ves
This seems
tc be a fairly ncrmal elementa7y 1,assrcom. gager
children, a good deal rf wise any activ!.ty interest
centers, pleasant surroundings an urderstanirg and
capable teacher,

"Mrs. Thrasher, my mother tok me cc the museum yesterday
afternoon and I saw their dinosaurs," treaks 7117_." Richard ;4260).
had a tyrannosaurusa

It came from Wyoming

"They

Mrs: Thrasher, can cur class

go see it?"
"Yes, yes. Can we, Mrs

Thrasher?"

The other children seem tc regard Richard with some respect and
awe.

His contribution is typical of hi: knack for anticipating what would

be of interest and worth for the ercup,
Why do the children accept Richard's suggestion so
readily? Dec they really respect his intellectual ability
and his expertness in school subjects? Or does he Just
happen to hit upon a suggestion chat coincides with
group needs and interests cf the moment?
"Well." says It:s. Thrasher, "If we were to go, what could we find
out?

Which of cur questions (r;Aerring to a neatly lettered series of

questions listed on a sheet cf newsprint posted cr the

board) might

be answered at the museum? Martha?"
Martha (#25') harts he

head and looks emtarrassed at ?raving been

.called upon.
"Yes

Al (#261)?"

"We could see what dinosaurs really :Lock like,"
"We would find out where they come from." added Burton- ( #253),
"How many dinosaurs do they ha,)c.V;

The teacher interrupts,

"Do you suppose we could appoint a -,cm

ir.ittee to help plan a trip to the museum?"

"Yes- I nominate Richard (#20) " says Sarah. (#252).

"auTtc-ri 02534." -.ails

.7Nuc

"Ms " yells Terry 0243). wan---nF
tbines

tpv1t

:b

;,E.r

:

as usual

1-e 1,;:et

u'd ti-ink :erry
frcm the sariqp,
He s art1=-9

7ESp-:'iEF

phys:7,71

t: hae the p.ential fr uushine
Shculn
tlat make s:me

5:15-05

a--nn
-c

Er

this age leve,.?

ii-3
Whatever it
hay. tte cther -bvi-uslv 1-.a" Talc or th1T
him

nnate

The :lass pt.::ee-ls t

names are pia: e:i cm the .-1.ack':^ar

:-mmittee memhe:s

ti7ns

the bildren's p-Tira-

N.. 'ilszussi:n :f

:rIteria. rc:k ple:e
.1--ten,:ls?
WiLK

rinare the:r best

"Ill they
-f

"expertness" is represenrea in tic final c:mmit-se?
the seleztisn pro:ess res,21t it any 7,_itr fsellr:s1
:11-? same r.hildren

any

aga-.7

a r:;t

Later in the T:rning.

the teacher alerts the ilass :bar rime

f.

-;

he rcm r

"77.-2-1"

Te:ess :3 apor-a:h;r.2

the plun6,

rush :br-ugb the dc:- ha

a

The class a::erts
iiscussicm

fJr

TiS WEOk

ti-.e

"i -hink
ef.

ut:

ln :ine witb

pv.:41.1 in

banis at vccr

t:hard s sugeesticn with7ct reart-n *7

They begin r- p7.1sh t1-c1

cbars In an' m-ve

Has the class reall-J underd ti-a

at:

mitred itself t- 'l- scluti-n? t. 1- :bey a.:lar.
kicharl srsal 7.7 readily? Was te carr-7:ns a
tise .3

LE'.

FC me pr:aressivel,; w-rie)

Rl'ha!:1 0)01 says
chair, walk t: t-he

Di

*.his

raises the questi,7-n 7f b-.14 trey mibt w:rk ot:t an -r2ery
tc nrIve frcm

in a pre-.,i:us :lass?

i

a v-te i; raker

at

w-et; whet was tte basis

Or

T

)c.'

mote further gr7up pa

"2 '?,--.:i"="T

n t7.1

12

-lass

Carol (#249) keeps cn coloring when the rest of the group is rea,3..
to be excused for recess.

Mary (#262) calls tc her, "Hurry up.

You're

making all of us wait."
Carol responds, "Oh, shut up "

As the class is standing in line the girl behind Mary (#262)
kicks her.

Mary looks belligerently at her classmate but says nothing
Jerry (#243) whispers to another child.

:an have this can.-:v

if you will play with me at recess time."

"I don t like that kind of candy" (i.e.. "Go peddle your papers")
replied Bill (#248).

"You pie" lashed out :erry.

He then turns and pushes another

boy who had not been involved.
The :lass moves out onto the plallground.

start to choose sides for a game of field ball
among the first :hildren chosen.
down.

Some of the group

Karen (#258) is not

She walks over to the fence and sits

The teacher suggests that she rejoin the eroup.

"Come cm, Kargn,"

Sam (#255) says.

Karen begins to cry and pout

Then Martha (#257) says, "Cry baby," and the class joins A
Karen does not reenter the game.
Neither the teacher's attempt at support nc7
encouragement seems to be ac:epted by Ka-en
Ars i^:i
dents of these types just a normal part of group liie
for children of this age? Or d: tl-ey reflect. unmet
social needs or special CDPOTtUriti.TS f
learning new
skills of effective group life?
Bruce (#254) comes up to the teacher complaining that

trying tv get him and will beat him up

keep her eyes open

The teacher assures him she will

prevent such an occurrence

reports of gangs on the playground

a gang is

(There hai he ti other

They seemed co mote against 5.71itarli

children or attack other email groups.

In

children. expressed

.

3

fear of these gangs

S:me of the participants saiC the.: knew earas were

not allowed on the playgrolnd but if they refused to 'oin cne
the gang would turn on them )

Why d:es :his kind of gang li's eyIst among secrd gral'ers?
What a,e the forces causing it and how car They Oe -eal
with .::nstructivelv? Is there ar,-;
cane life intr... the a:ademic classrc.cm
Ear -kgr:und of the :lass

Ths sec cm". grade at this s-1,--1 is

much like sec7nd grades elsewhere,
oh-onolrgioal aces
#249).

:ve:c of ,_:h

The twenr,;-r-ur chilCTer .:nag in

7 0 Years (Al

arS 1C. Tivrtrs

Their performan:.es on a reading tss- shrw a -:arge of

1.5 grate level (Brenda

#241) t.7'

3

3 13aliv

from homes cf. variNis scsi7-economic
than charts cte-ristic o

8 years

The

#245'#

o:ms

orchak'..ly a greate7 va-ioty

classcoms in many communities.

Fachers' occupa-

tions inclute the foll7wine catecoties
Fr.cfessinnal

3

Managerlal
Clerical and sales
CI-aftsmen
foremen
Operators

Uremplyed stuients
"nskill=1 lab=rers

4
.

6

,

2

,

1

2

,

No informat

S=me of the m-st ireresting

this class ha ,e t^

do with its charaterisrics as a social gr.oup

The ..n.:idents revrte

in the pre:eding. paces c.".ea7.1v re;lecc diffter:es in the ways it

these children relate t7 each rther ar.; tr /7119'
liked, others are not-

Some

Score are weir_

2.c.-7ke.-. upon by cFe others as '--..av:rg

ideas or useful skills S7 that they ma.F be calf.. _ or-n as rescuz7e. pe-ple

when the need arises, others are tcc.

rega.e-.

are extremely influential am7ng their tee's

A

`hey seem

ET.7 7f t

be

little difficulty to get the 7thers c- a:rert thsr cdeas '77

14

7blle7er

wirh
FilDr:*': them

6

in activities they propose,

One of the boys (Jerry, #243) and one of the

girls (Martha, #257) seem to have no influence at all.
Social power,

power in greater detail.

We can look at this pattern of influence or social
The children were asked, "What kids in this class

have an easy time and what kids have a hard time getting you to do things
they want you to do?"

They were given opportunity to rate each pupil on a

four-point scale - number "1" meaning "almost always"; number "2", "often";

number "3", "once in a while"; and number "4", "hardly ever"

The ,numbers

were arranged alongside a small picture of each child, so that the rater had
only to circle the appropriate number for each.
Sally (#245) was rated "1" by sixteen of the twenty-four children,

In other words, two-thirds of the class reported that Sally could almost
always get them to do things for her
as high a degree of social power.

Richard (#260) was attributLa almost

Fifteen children rated him "1"

Interest-

ingly, there were two children in the case of Sally, and three for Richard
who rated them at the other end of the scale, i,e,, they considered that
Richard and Sally could hardly ever get them to do things.

Figure 1 shows

the average ratings of social power attributed to class members by their
peers.

Likeability,

Opportunity was also given each class member to

indicate on the four-point scale how well he liked other members of the
group.

An averaging of these scores produced a measure of attributed

likeability.

A device similar to that used to obtain social power was used.

Pictures.of each child in the class were accompanied by the four numbers.
"1" meaning "you like this kid very much", "2" meaning "a little"
don't like very much", and "4" "you don't like at all",

"3" "you

Interestingly. Sally

(#245), highest in social power, also received the highest ratings on

"Hardly ever"

"Once in awhile"

"Often"

"Almost always
can"

i
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likeability.

very much,

Twenty of the twenty-four children in the class liked Sally

The second highest pupil on likeability was not attributed quite

such a high rank on social power.

This was Robin (#259).

Figure 2 shows

the average of the ratings accorded each pupil on likeability.

The range

seems to be quite similar to that for social power, but the positions of
children in rank order have shifted somewhat,

Note that the pupils are

arranged in the same order on Figure 2 as on Figure 1, namely by iescerding
order of social power.

Expertness. A third dimension of the social climate of this classroom which might be examined is the attribution of expertness in performing
the tasks normally associated with the school classroom.
children see one another as able to do arithmetic,

How 3o these

as possessing informa-

tion relative to problems under discussion, knowing the rules of the game

or having the skill to be chairman of a work group?

In response to the

question; "Which kids are good at doing things you do at school," each child
rated the others on the four-point scale--"1", "very good"; "2". "good";
"3", "not so good"; and "4", "poor".
(see Figure 3),

Again, Sally (#245), leads the class

She is seen by the largest number of her peers 09) as

being very good at school work.

Jerry (#243), on the other hand, maintained

his position at the bottom of the class, being given sixteen ratings of
"poor" at school work.
Sources of social power,

It has been intimated in the foregoing

discussion that social power may be dependent upon the kinds of resources
that classmates attribute to the child.
be likeability and expertness,

Included among these resources may

The relationships among these factors, and

in particular, the relationship they bear to social power in this second
grade classroom may be more apparent if the data presented in the first
three figures are gathered into one.

Figure 4 plots the average scores for
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Liking
-- -- Expertness

power

---- Social

1?

each child on likeability,

and

expertness

against

the s.cox.es

on social power which have been arranged in rank order.

It becomes obvi-.I.s

that likeability and expertness are two important dimensions of social power
for these children.

But individual cases bear some study.

Why is Robin

(#259) rated nearly average in the class on social power, yet 1:5 second
only to Sally (#245) in likeability and expertness?

Row does James (#240)

manage to have relatively high social power when he rates among the lowest
in expertness and well down on likeability?

A brief look

be taken at

some of these individual cases, subsequently.

A question might be raised regarding the degree to which this pi:

ture of the powr structure of a group of school children 1- relevant to
other age levels any' to other situations,

Data from a larger population :4

classrooms will be examined in subsequent sections of this report.

However,

at this time it may be instructive to look at the composite graph of a 5th
grade classroom

Figure 5 shows the social. power, liking, and expertness

relationships in a group of eleven to twelve-yearclds,

It will be noted

that the same high degree of correlation between position on social power.
liking, and expertness exists as with the 2nd graders, perhaps a tit more
pronounced.

High. school classes show similar profiles

Range of sociometric choices.

Although. it was not suggested. tc

the pupils that they spread their ratings across the four levels. "1" thr-ugh
"4", they did so quite remarkably.

They were, it appears. able to identify

classmates who had social power and those who lacked such p^wer, those who
were expert and those who were less expert.

Examination of Figure 6 re:eals

that while the positive level was used most heavily, (ratings

"i"

"almost

always can get others to do thing", "like very much", "very good at doing
the things we do at school"); the other levels, in:luding the most negative,
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200

were used with consideralA,e frequen-.y.

The 2nd grade 7.1assr--m

its choices more evenly than the 5th

The 5th graders were m-re likely

r

attribute positive qualities to their classmates than were the 2nd grade:3
Consensus

Tc what extent, it may he asked.

.:"-es rhi3 range

ratings reflect a clearcut consensus ameng the chiloren regarding their
classmates?

The frequencies shewn in Figure 6 may res-,;:t frrm a somewhat

random cellection of "l's" and "A's", "2's" arJ "3 s" for ea:h
a particular child apt tc be rated high
the :hildren in the class?

;i

tower by nearly all of

Will nearly all agree that

ere ch,ld is expert

at doing things at school, and another is pc r?
If consensus were complete, a pupil rated high cn sccial cower

would be given all "1" ratings (or 1000

Similarly

has nc social pzwer would get _Ply "A" ratings.

a .hild wh om ail agreed

Therere one :an use the

per cent of "1" ratings given te those pup1_Is lc are :xi the -Ipper quartile

of the class on social Fewer as a measure of c-nsensLs

Anv per:entage

over 25 (whi:h he would achieve if the ratings were :rmulstelv
would indicate a degree of agreement
indicate very high agreement

Those approa-Fing

In Table i the percer_ta..1-e

"A's" given to the highest pupil and to the 17west pupil
on each of the measures is presented
the high ranking chile:,

in each case

There

w-u:d

pe,

"1 s" an
:he tw: :lasses

:s grezer :nseneus -egardira

than

the 1:'w - .eking -re

The

5th grade shews a higher c ,rsensus for all chaza.lte:isti-s ex-ert "liking"

The second graders appear t, be in greater agresmE.n: rega-ilrg who

they

like and whim they (17 not like than dn the firth graders

Table 2 presents similar data for h:th
quartiles,

Thus, the upper ene-fourth

the 2nd grade received 55% "1" ratings and

the rhilirs.r
iy

into

: "'assns

stria: D7wer

s" it

5th
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TAKE 1
CONSENT2S AMONG CLASSMATES TV RATING HIGHEST AND LOWEST C4ILD

Of all ratings each child received the
following percentages were

Highest and lowest
child

Power

2nd grade
Highest child
Lowest child

Liking

_Expertness_

l's

4's

l's

4's

l's

4's

70

9
52

87
30

4
61

83

9

9

0
70

79
4

4

72
14

0

59

45

97
0

0
79

5th grAe
Highest child
Lowest child

TABLE 2
CONSENSUS AMONG CLASSMATES TN RATING ONE ANOTHER
ON POWER, LIKING, AND EXPERTNESS

Of all ratings each child received the
following percentages were

Strata on each
dimension

Power

Liking

'214
l's

Expertness

2's

or
3's

4's

55
29
18

33
50
46

12
21

36

39
30

72
28

22
64
61

6

64

8

30

30

17

l's

or

2's

4'3

1'3

3's

or

4's

3's

2nd grade
lsi: quartile
2ndbi3rdquartile

4th quartile
5th grade
1st quartile
2nd & 3rd quartile

4th quartile

9

71

22
40
24

36
63
62

7

21

46

0

72
37
14

5

81
29

21

2

23

5

48
48

15

19
69
78

38

0
2

20
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this group received 72% "1" ratings and only 9% "4's".

The figures for the

entire class support the generalizations drawn about the highest and the
lowest pupils

(1) there is more agreement on the dimensions of social power

and expertness among the older children than among the younger ones, and
(2) there is more agreement at both aee levels as to whom the high ranking

children are than there is regarding the low ranking childrm,
Central or diffuse classroom structure.

Sowever

even though

the individuals in these classrooms show considerable agreement, classrooms
do differ considerably one from the other on how much consensus there is
about liking, influence, and expertness.

In other words, classrooms

differ on how pupils distribute their interpersonal preferences.
some classrooms,

for instance,

are narrowly focused.

In

interpersonal acceptance and rejection

Such classrooms, referred to here as centrally

structured groups, are characterized by a large number of pupils who agree
in selecting only a small cluster of their classmates on a sociometric
test.

Along with this narrow focus on a small number of pupils, many

other pupils are neglected entirely,

On the other hand, some classrooms

are characterized by a wide range of positive and negative choices

i.e.,

little or no focus of interpersonal acceptance and rejection upon a few
members.

These classrooms are referred to as diffusely structured groups.

Such groups are distinguished by a more equal distribution of socicmetri:
choices', by no distinct sub-groups whose members receive a large proportion

of preferences; and by few entirely neglected pupils,
In general, data indicate that diffusely structured groups

accompany more positive and supportive classroom atmospheres than centra:ly
structured groups.

Sqtilitx.

Perhaps the distribution. of choices or group structure

I

8

is a function of the length of time the pupils have had to become familiar
with the characteristics of other members of the class.

One might predicr,

that measures taken at the end of the school year would show a higher
deg:-ee of consensus than those taken early in the year.,

significance

Cr_

of even greater

one might expect that because of the opportunities for

growth and learning provided by the school there would be a general upgrading
of the ratings giver. Pupils at the end of the year would see each :then as
having improved in their skills of social influence, become more likeable,
and be seen as more expert,

Actually, there is little variability over time on all measures social power, likeability

and expertness,

The rating scales were administered

to bcth the 2nd graders and the 5th graders in the fall (October), and again
in the spring (May).

Correlations between the two times proved to be excep-

tionally high (significant at the .1:1 level in most cases),

It may be noted

that social power and expertness are more stable in the older group than in
the younger age group.

There seems to be no significant difference between

age groups in the stability of likeability

Likeaoi1it5

howevel, is more

stable for the girls than for. the boys,

The class as alEmsa,

To summarize, it has been shown that under-

lying the interaction that is so central a part of the teaching and learning
process in a classroom is a network of interpersonal relationships,

Children.

attribute to each of their classmates a level of social power or abiEty
to influence others which varies from very high to very low

In the two

classrOoms described, it appears that being liked, or likeability, and being
able to do things well at school, or expertness, constitute important sources
of social power.
Children assess the status of their classmates cn these variables
very quickly at the beginning of the school year

27

and they maintain their

19

judgments with little variation thtoughout the year

The 5th graders hal

a higher level of consensus in their judgments at the beginning of the
year than the 2nd graders and maintained. their iudgmenta with greater
stability,

There is mote agreement with regari

the high status children

than regarding those cf middle or low status.

Against this general backdrop of the clasa as a grop move
individual children, each a composite

of abilities and attrf.butes,

reacting and interacting with other pupils and with the teacher.

What can

be learned about pupils like Jerry (:0243) and Karen (#258) and Martha (#257)

who sc obviously are operating at a lw level ,5. effectiveness in the
classroom, that will help them hnprcve?

Can their state of mental health

as well as their academic achievement be improved?
The low_22221-22Eils,

The six children in the 4th. quartile of the

2nd grade class to whom is attributed the least ability to influence others
may be termed the "low power" pupils.

Three cf these are.boys (Bill, #248;

Jerry, #243, and Sam, #255) and three are girls (Brenda, #241; Martha, #257,
and Karen #258).

Jerry (#243) is by far the lowest 'in the amount of social influence
attributed to him by his peers.

He is also the leas: liked, in the class.

With regard to expertness, his classmates place him in a category by htmself,
so extremely low as to indicate no expertness at all.

Yet his scores on

the reading test indicate a reading grade cf 1.86, with five of his classmates scoring lower than he.

Actual observation of Jerry's behavior in

the classroom and reports by the teacher show him to be impulsive, often
using physical force in his attempts to influence others.

Jerry seldom initiates any friendly behavior (although you will
recall he was the one described earlier who tried to buy a playmate at
recess time with offer of some candy).

His inflt..ente attempts are seldom

20

successful.

The other children find themselves interacting with him

negatively.

Their manner is usually one of ordering or telling him to do

something.

He receives no friendly approaches from others.
Jerry rates himself realistically with regard to his influence

the group, placing himself in the lowest category,

in

He was quite unrealistic,

however, about how expert ethers saw him to be and how well they liked him.

He gave himself the highest ratings ("l's") on each of these factors, when.
in fact, he ranked at the bottom of the class on both.
In general, Jerry is a low power, aggressive, unfriendly boy.

He exemplifies dramatically the interrelationship among a number of social
variables, each seemingly having some effect on the others.

Whether or not

his low academic resources affect his low status with his peers, or vice versa,,
is a question which can and will be explored in the research described in
subsequent chapters of this report.

Of partiouler interest to Jerry's

teacher is the possibility of helping him improve his social position.

The

school traditionally gives considerable attention to the academic. problems
of pupils like Jerry.

The teacher in this classroom wants to plan toward

some change in Jerry's social status, under the assumption that it may be
valuable not only as a means of raising Jewry's level of mental health,
but as a positive influence on his academic achievement.
In contrast to Jerry, the class agrees that Richard ( #260)
high power.

He is well-liked, but only to the extent of being at the top

of the second quartile of the class.

He is above average in intellectual

performance, motor skills and procedural skills.

Pupils rank him high in

expertness, although his reading achievement is at about the class mid-point
(2.2 grade level).

The teacher characterizes him as a boy who thinks of

others and understands their needs.
mostly directing or ordering others.

He engages in much influence activity,,

He frequently mjects the attempts of

29
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others to influence him.

He is physically aggress1.1

friendly feelings toward others

but often expresses

In turn, he is the target of a egad fleal

of physical aggression from others, but often receives ,-he expressicn
friendly feeling from classmates.
Richard has confidence in himself.

en the socitmettit rating

scales he assigned himself the highest ratinas ("l's") on all measures
power, expertness, and likina.

These ratings pvoved to ha quite realisti:.

Richard, then, can be characterized as a high power

ftendly, expert,

active, assertive bcy.

Another type of low power child is Karen 0256)

She is seen by

her teacher as above average in intellectual. skill and motor skill..

Her

reading achievement is next to the highest in the class (2.9 grade level).
Karen rates herself as being high in expertness

let her classmates rate

her in the lower Dine-third of the class on expertness.

She sees herself

as being much better liked by her peers than she is; she places herself in
the top category on social power, when actually she is near the bottom of
the class.

Her overpowering need for recognition and her tendency to with.-

draw rather than to face her problems were exemplified by the inciden7,
reported at the beginning of this chapter, where she left the game when
chosen first.

She tries to influence others by making scmewhat timid

requests of them; and she receives mostly orders.

Karen is a low power,

passive child who apparently has considerable potential, but faces a. serious
problem in relating to her classmates.
Sally (#245) is the star high power of the class,
expert, and highest in social power,
in her social relationships.

Best liked, most

she is a happy child who is successful

Her reading achievement is at the 3.3 grade

level and her teacher says she is ecod in procedural skills and high in
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2.7

overall intellectual performance.

She doesn't try to influence others

much; when she does she timidly requests rather than demands.

She

expresses more friendly feelings toward other children than do most; she
never uses physical force,

She receives a lot of influence attempts from

others, mostly suggestions and requests.

She is the target for expTessftn

of positive affect by a number of the class members.
In spite of this very positive picture from teacher and class-

mates, Sally rates herself low.

She rated herself "2" on liking, meaning

she thought the others in the class liked her "a little", and a "2" on
expertness.

Is this an expression of a kind of "modesty" whish is

expected of girls this age by their peers?

Susan rated herself "3" on

social power, as one who could " "once in a while" get others in the class

to do things.

In spite of her very strong social pcsiticn in the class,

are there some ways in which Sally can be helped to be even more effective?

In what ways could Sally be influential in improving the general

social climate of the classroom?

DaElal,

To assist in the subsequent discussion of these and

other pupils in the classrooms studied by this project, a set of generalized "types" have been identified, based upon those aspects of the pupil's
interpersonal situation that seem most pertinent to the efforts of the
teacher and her co-workers in the project to help the child improve.

These

types have been developed around such mental health variables as (1) the
amount of social influence activity, (2) the degree of assertiveness ox
directiveness utilized in influencing others, (3) the degree of forcefulness or threat of force used, and (4) the kind of affect characterizing
the pupil's influence efforts.

The activity variable ranges from "active" to "passive" and
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is determined primarily by the number of attempts the child makes to influence others.

Jerry (#243), for example, is fairly active in trying to

influence others.

Brenda (#241), on the other hand, seldom takes any initia-

tive to influence others in the class.

The second variable, assertiveness, deals with the manner of
influencing others.

Some children demand or order others to do things, some

ask or request rather forthrightly, and some ask or suggest timidly or
tentatively.

The directive or demanding approach generally allows for

comfortable refusal en the part of the pupi

being influenced.

The sugges-

tion or request implies both that the initiator has a right to make the
request and the pupil being influenced has a right to refuse should he wish
to do so.

Influence acts which are presented in the timid cr tentative man-

ner imply autonomy primarily for the pupil who is the target for the influence; it implies that the initiator feels he is on shaky ground in making
his request insofar as his power for getting compliance is concerned.

Assertiveness has another dimension.

The extent to which a pupil

accepts or rejects the influence attempts of others is considered to be an
indication of his level of assertiveness; the rejecting pupil being high
in assertiveness, the accepting pupil. low.

Forcefulness is primarily a measure of the extent to which each
child uses physical force in his influence attempts.

This includes not only

actually hitting others and pushing them around, but threatening them with
menacing gestures.

The initiator may threaten to use force at some future

date or in the event the person he is trying to influence fails to satisfy
certain requirements in the future.

He may invoke sanctions by external

agents- some peer, an adult, the aroup.

The force does not always have tc

be exerted toward the person of the child being influenced.
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It may be inflicted.

on scme material object, such as tearing up a pupil's paper

or stamping

on the flocr.

The fourth variable has to do with af.ecc,
"friendly" to "hostile",

It ranges

Fupt13 rerking high nn this variatie freountl.;!

initiate friendly behav:cr toward

cthe.:-si

thcse 7akin g low f-requenrly

make unfriendly or hostile torments abcut or towa:e other pupils
acts are solicitous

.

s-;ppertive and sympathetic_

affection are intiuded.

Friendly

Both giving ar.:) seek-.rg

The unfriemily pupil exptesses dislike t: hate

for the pupil who is the target.

He may tea: htm dcwn thrcueh

or mocking.

All the behavior variables described a'cove are "ortpu" vare:des,
i.e., they have to dc with the typs cf behavior the ,:!hild engages in as
initiatcr or reactor,

Another dimension to all tf the foregotr!.2 types is

the "input" dimension.

"Inrut" typss S130 have tc do with the variables of activity,
assertiveness, forcefulness, and affect.
!

Hcwever .

he

cerned with the child who is receiving the influerte,

types Elie
The chil,!.

is

high on the input variable of activity receives c.:r. is the target
large number c

influence acts tn. the part of !.ets.

a

The '.:1/11. whc is

low on the input variable of aesertiveness is mainly a tarest. 7:It the tim.id
or tentative requests of others
target for demands,

rather than being ti-dered

The .child who is high on foxcefulnass

r baing the
:':?V"%,1:

1S the

target of influence attempts of tthers that. LTe phvsiceili;. aggressive

they are "shoved around", threatens6, or hit.

High friendliness tnvt

indicates a pupil who receives much positive affect; a low rkrine wtAt
be given a pupil who receives considerable expression
of unfrit,,nrKines
or hcstil.ity from his peers.

ZS

Table 3 summarizes the output and input types for the pupils in
the second grade class that have been described,

It will be noted that

Brenda (#241) is a withdrawn, low power type that initiates few influence
attempts, and does this mainly by pleading, usually accepts the influenoe
of others, receives little influence from others, and when she does it
may be aggressive and unfriendly.

In contrast, Sam (#255), an active

low power type, engages in much influence activity, mostly by telling

others what to do, often rejects the attempts cf othet-.s to influence him..
His acts are sometimes physically aggressive and unfriendly, and he
receives a lot of influence from ethers, some of which is, in turn,
physically aggressive and unfriendly.

Thus, two types, each wit,h a

different pattern of behavior, produce a common result - low social power.
All four of the high power children, in contrast to most of the
low peers, often express friendly feelings toward others..
( #260) do not use physical force.

All but Richard

Examination of a similar .hart for

the 5th grade class, Table 4, reveals that all four cf the older high
power children, including the boys, do not use physical force and often
express friendly feelings toward ethers.

The high powers usually have a

lot of influence attempts directed toward them,. but these are deferential v.

requests, suggestions, questions.

Low powers also receive a lot of

influence attempts; these are usually directives or orders.

Low powers

are most often the targets of physical aggression and unfriendly expressions of affect.

Most high powers do not have physical force used against

them and do enjoy the expression of friendly affect from others,
Utilization.

Most of the variables described so far have involved

personal or interpersonal components and relate to mental health.
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School

C`)

Sam
#255

#243

.:Ierry

Karen
#257

Brenda
#241

1

w

0

Initiates some influence attempts; some-

L
w

I

.Much influence active
ity; mostly orders;
often rejects attempts
of others to influence
her.

L

Much influence activity; mostly orders;
often rejects attempts
of others to influence him.

Suggests,

times orders, socutimas

Initiates few influence attempts; is
timid in her attempts
to influence, usually
accepts influence
attempts of others.

Activity-Assertiveness

influence acts are
sonetimes physically
aggressive unfriendly
feelings expressed
sometimes.

-

Is physically aggressive; frequently
expresses unfriendly
feelings.

feelings,

Is seldom physically
aggressive toward
a4hers; sometimes
expresses friendly

Influence acts are
sometimes physically
aggressive; unfriendly
feelings expressed
sometimes.

Forcefulness- Affect

Output type

L
0
w

S P
o o
c w
e
a r

2nd Grade.

Receives a lot of
influence from other
mostly orders

influence from others;
mostly order-,,

Receives a lot of

mostly orders,

influence fr.= others;

Receives a lot of

Receives little influence from others;
mostly orders,

physical aggression
and unfriendliness.

7_s target for 31111

Is target for some
physical aggression
and unfriendliness,

Neutral - receives
neither friendly nor
hostile approaches.

Is target for same
physical aggression
and unfriendliness

Forcefulness-Affect

Input type

Activity-Assertiveness

INITIAL TYPES OF LOW POWER AND HIGH POWER CHILDREN

TABLE 3

Richard
#260

Sally
#245

Al
#261

Lois
#250

him.

mostly orders; often
rejects attempts of
others to influence

Much influences:tivity;

J.

pnysicallyaggressive;

often expresses
friendly feelings.

:1".s

force
often express
friendly feelings,

Doesn't use physical

Receives a lot ofihfluence from others; mostly
suggestions and timid
requests

Receives a lot of
influence from others;
mostly suggestions and
timid requests.

some suggestions.

friendly feelings.

times orders. sometimes

requests,

from others; some orders:

Receives some influence

Receives a lot of influence from others; mostly
suggestions and timid
requests,

Activity-Assertiveness

Is often target for
physical aggression;
receives much expression of friendly
feelings,

Seldom is target for
physical aggression;
gets some expression
of friendliness.

liness,

Is often target for
some physical aggression; but also much
expression of friend-

.

aggression,
Does
receive much expression
of friendliness.

Ts not targetfor physical

Forcefulness-Affect

Input type

force; often expresses

Does not use physical

Does not use physical
force; Often expresses
friendly feelings.

Forcefulness-Affect

sr

Initiates some influence attempts; some-

times orders, sometimes
suggests.

Initiates some influence attempts; some-

h

1

k-

t

H

-Activity-Assertiveness

Output type

Doesn't initiate much;
usually suggests or
requests timidly; often
accepts influence
attempts of others.

1

o P
0- 0
1 w
aie

S)

TABLE 3 Continued

#780

Anne

# 771

Jill

Danny
#779

Kevin
#798

Is physically aggressive; often expresses
unfriendly feelings,

her.

mostly orders; often
rejects attempts of
others to influence

Much influence activity;

0

w

Influence acts are
sometimes physically
aggressive; unfriendly
feelings are sometimes
expressed.

Initiates some influence attempts; sometimes orders,sometines
suggests.

L
0
w

friendly feelings.

force; often expresses

Does not use physkal

feelings.

Is seldom physically
aggressive toward
others; sometimes
expresses friendly

Forcefulness-Affect

Initiates few influence attempts; is
timid in his attempts
to influence; usually
accepts influence
attempts of others.

orders, sometimes suggests.

ence attempts; sometimes

Initiates some influ-

Activity-Assertiveness

Output type

L
w

L

i we

o P
c o

orders.

Receives a lot of influence from others; mostly

from others; some orders,
some suggestions.

Receives some influence

Receives a lot of influence from others; mostly
orders.

Receives a lot of influence from others; mostly
orders.

target for some
physical aggression
and unfriendlinese

Is target for some
physical aggression,
and unfriendliness.

Seldom is target for
physical aggression;
gets some expression
of friendliness.

Is target for some
physical aggression
and unfriendliness.

Forcefulness-Affect

Input type

Activity-Assertiveness

INITIAL TYPES OF LOW POWER AND HIGH POWER CHILDREN
5th Grade

TABLE 4

#788

Toan

Steve
#785

Jean
#783

Tim
#776

Initiates some influence attempts; some-

H

g
h

!!

others,

Doesn't initiate
much; usually suggests
or requests timidly,
often accepts influence attempts of

suggests,

'.imes order;; sometimes

ence attempts; is timid
in her attempts to
influence,
TTsually
accepts influence
attempts of others.

g

"

Forcefulness-Affect

Doesn't use physical
fIrce; :often exres3e
friendly feelings,

ls seldom physically
aggressive toward
others; sometimes
expresses friendly
feelings

feelings.

is seldom physically
aggressive toward
others; sometimes
expresses friendly

Much influence activity; Does not use physical
force; often expresses
mostly orders; often
friendly feelings.
rejects attempts of
others to influence him.

Activity-Assertiveness

Output type

H
Initiates few influi

h

g

1.

Itl

r

1 e

W

0A

S

Seldom is target for
physical aggression;
gets some expression
of friendliness.
Is seldom target for
physical aggression;
gets some expression
of friendliness,

Receives a lot of influ-

Receives some influence from others; some
orders_ some sugges

Ts Tilt a target for
physical aggression_
Receives much expreTi

,ion of friehdlinss,

influeice from others;

Receives a lit of
influence from others,
mostly sugg,!stion:i

and timid requests.

mostly suggestions
and timid requests,

:!.s not a target for

physical aggressionReceives much expres
sion of friendliness,

Receives a lot of

tions.

suggestions and timid
requests,

ence from others; mostly

Forcefulness-Affect

Activity-Assertiveness

Input type

aMM..mow--wc.am..
------------

TABLE 4 Continued
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is also concerned with academic achievement.

Miss Thrasher and the other

teachers estimated the level of utilization of academic aptitude by vartous
class members by first dividing the class on the basis of intelligence
test scores into two equal groups - the high ability (above the mean I Q.)
and the low ability (below the mean I.Q.).

Then, each of these groups

was divided into two equal divisions - those who, in the teacher's judgment
were utilizing their ability at an efficient
were low utilizers.

high level and those who

Thus, a utilization typology was developed:
High ability - High achievers

High ability - Low achievers
Low ability - High achievers
Low ability - Lo'l achievers

The relationships between these mental health and achievement variables
will be examined in subsequent chapters.
Teacher -pupil interaction.

So i'ar, the interpersonal situation

in these classrooms has been discussed prinarily from the standpoint of
the individual children and their peers.

It is true that the classroom

is a kind of sub-culture in which the population is drastically skewed
(in this case around the 7 1/2-year-old mode for the 2nd grade, and the
10 1/2-year-old for the 5th grade).
culture is the teacher.
her?

However, an important part of the

How does the teacher view the children, and they,

What is the pattern of interaction between teacher and pupils?

Does

the teacher treat all children with dispassionate equality, or is there
a tendency to interact more with the "active" children, or with the
"trouble-makers," or with the most "expert" of the class?
children act toward the teacher?

How do the

Which kinds of children seek out oppor-

tunity to interact with the teacher; which kinds avoid teacher contact?
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Information about these matters may make a considerable difference to the
teacher who is thoughtful about how children of various types can be most
effectively helped.

Observation in these classrooms revealed some interesting
patterns.

It was recorded that the teacher in both rooms initiated con-

tacts with the boys in the class more frequently than with girls.

In

the 2nd grade class contacts with the low power boys were most frequent
of all.

In turn, these younger, low power boys most frequently initiated

contacts with the teacher.

Thus, 2nd grade low power boys are both the

initiators and the objects of a relatively high proportion of the teacherpupil interaction.

Conversely, the high power girls in the 5th grade

class have least frequent interaction with the teacher.

The younger girls, both low and high power, were more friendly
or affectionate in their approaches to the teacher than were other groups.

There does not seem to be much difference in the affective quality of the
teacher's approaches to the various categories of children, in either
classroom.

With regard to the content of the interaction, the 2nd grade
teacher deals much more with problems of social behavior than does the
teacher of the 5th grade,

While the comments made by both teachers were

more often supportive than critical, it appears that the young children

-

low power boys in particular - were thetargets for more critical comments from the teacher than any other age, sex, or power group.

Question

may be raised as to whether these findings are peculiar to these two
classrooms or will bear up under more intensive study of many.classrocms.
It is clear, however, that for these groups the patterns of interaction

described are reality, and must be taken into account as plans for change
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in the situation are developed.

It is possible that the lcv power boy in

contrast to other children in the classroom, particularly

he low power

girl, has a double handicap in making the classroom situaricn are satisfying for himself:

he has to change his behavior in relation to his

peers, and he has to do likewise in relation to the teachsrs.

The low

power girl has to change only with regard to peer relations to make the
classroom situation more satisfactory for herself.

EllalLaillualmnam. The primary objective held by the
teachers in these classrooms in locking intensively at the problems of

interaction in their classrooms is, of course, to improve the effectiveness
of the children in their relationships with others and thereby increase
the pupils' utilization cf their academic ability, resulting in higher
achievement. Can Jerry be helped to develop skills of relating to his classmates so that they will like him better, will listen when he has an idea
to contribute, will give him supportive rather than negative feedback?
How can the intellectual capabilities that Karen has to offer be channeled
in such a way as to be seen by her classmates as resources for the group?
How can she be helped to see how her insistence on being chosen first and

her withdrawal from the group are ineffective means for gaining ends that
may be legitimate and important?
The teachers in these classrooms also asked themselves al.out
the ways in which the general atmosphere of the classroom could become more
supportive to wholesome group interaction and to learning.

Can chileLren

be taught to seek out the resources of their classmates, to be sensitive
to the needs of others who may be less well endowed than they are, to under-.
stand more clearly the effects of their own behavior on others?
It is to explore such questions as :hese that the study reported
in this volume was undertaken,
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Chapter II
-11,.

THE CLASSROOM LEAMING ENVIRONMENT CONCEPTUALIZED

In the preceding chapter, a series cf observaticns about the
classroom learning environment was offered.

Illustrations of teacher -

pupil relations and pupil-pupil relati:ms as crutlal aspects of the
learning process were presented.

The need For more cr-lle..orative interest

en the part of l'ehavioral scientists and educators tn uncovering and clari'v

ing the basic psychological and se-Aal ptocesses which underly personal
development and :lassrocm productivity is evident frcm Chapter I.

The

behavioral scientists who have responded to this :hallenge with the studies

reported here have had social psychology aithei7 focal discipline.

They

have been guided in their inquiries by some of the conoepts and theoretical
models of this discipline.

The concepts have been continuously tested,

clarified, and re-formulated by checking them against the actual processes
of classroom life.
The theoretical ideas summarized here have of

'1i:1.1-se also been

partially forged in the process of previous investigations by a variety
of researchers.

Such concepts, and their organization into "little theories,"

represent one of the most practical and powerful tools in the kit of the
research social scientist.

These theoretical tools are presented at this

stage of the report to see if we can (1) clarify and deepen our understanding of the behavior described in Chapter I and (2) provide an

intellectual

backdrop for interpretation of the various research results presented. in
Chapters IV, V. VI. and VII.
*

Ronald Lippitt primarily is responsible for the contents of Chapter. II,
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The Develo ment of Personal and Intermrsnal Resources
Pupils we study in the classroom are manifesting and utilizing
personal resources, and interpersonal-orientations toward peers, teahers,
and the educational situation which have been developed during previous years

of schooling and the very important pre-school period.

During the preschoc,;

period of life, primarily with parents and siblings, the child has atumulated a relatively long history of success and failure exreriences.

His

mother, father and cider siblings have evaluated his performance and
behavior.

The criteria

they used for evaluation were learned by, the chile

and have now become a part of the definition of success and failure in
his own daily activities.

Many of these criteria of evaluation have focused on competence.
of performance.

The child has heard many times that he was "good" or "not

good enough" at doing a:mething, that he had lived up to expectations or
had not lived up to expectations in feeding himself, dressing himself, ver-

balizing adequately, and using his intellectual and physical abilities to
solve a multitude of daily problems.

He has learned these criteria of

evaluation from his parents and older siblings and has learned t,o apply

them to himaelf, giving himself success and failure experiences, as well
as receiving them from others.

A second cluster of evaluative criteria have focused around his
relationship to others, or what we call his affiliation

patterns.

He has

learned that "getting along with others" is highly valued and that its
important for him to "behave himself."

He has learned that there are cer-

tain ways of initiating contact and connection with other persons which
seem to result in painful disapproval or re:Oction and other patterns which
result in pleasurable approval and inclusion.
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Also, he has learned that
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there are certain ways of "getting ethers to do things" wtAch seem to he

acceptable and successful and other types of influence attempts which. Lead
to resistance and failure.
In order to have a successful pre-school

socializatin experience

the child must be helped to disccver and to develop his

(1) as

res,:ur,7.es t

a learner-achiever, and (2) as a human affiliate.
As a learner -achiever, he must learn how to set realistic

performance goals, to develop and utilize perf7,rman,7:e skills. and to erioy
the process of task accomplishment with its effort. .mmitment and
energy
expenditure.

As a human affiliate, he needs to learn how to give and receive
emotional acceptance, to express hostility and frustration constructively
.

and. to exert and accept influence attempts in appropriate patterns.
Both involve a process of devetr:ping.or integrating personal

}musies into skills, attitudes, values and behavior Patterns which are
appropriate to the valued criteria 47):!: achievement and affiliattveness which

result in success experiences.

This process of personal resource develop-

ment has been rcighly schematized in

Figure 7.*

The tq)

of: the

diagram represents the child's basic characteristics and environmental
opportunities which provide the
development.

raw materials f..7,r. 11-Is own pattern

cdf

The diagram has been divided into three internal cl usters

of characteristics of the child2

his physical characteristics, his temper-

amental characteristics, and his intellectual capacities.

In addition

the section or. his "opportanity situation" includes his location in a

particular system of social relationships, and his location in regard
.1mgmm.mumMAK,21mmEi

*

MemsSitilmerIM,MAINC,ImImenrmlaill.10

The initial work on this conceptualization of interpersonal resource
theory, and also the later aection on circular process theory was done in
collaboration with Dr. Sidney Rosen and Dr. George Le%7inzer. A fuller
development will be appesc.ing in a monograph now in preparation with
Drs. Rosen and Levinaer.
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spatial, material and human supplies, i.e., the things and people in his
environment.

The second row of the diagram illustrates the types of personal
characteristics and skills which develop from the interaction of child
with his environment.

The illustrations indicate that several charac-

teristics of the child and of his opportunity situation may contribute to
the development of a particular personal outcome.

For example, his

unique development of fighting ability will be the result of his physical
characteristics, his level of aggressiveness, and the type of subculture
in which he lives.

The amount of information he possesses will be a

result of his energy level, his intellectual capacity, and the stimulusrichness of his physical and social environments.

All of the other

derived characteristics would be the result of a similar combination of
personal and situational factors.
The third row, "resources valued by significant others" indicates,

as we have mentioned above, that the child's developed characteristics
are evaluated in terms of their relevance to his behavioral competence
and his pattern of interpersonal affiliativeness with others.

Again

the diagram indicates by illustration that the child's developed skills
may have a multiple resource value.

For example, fighting ability is one

criterion of competence, but it will also have an effect on the child's
interpersonal acceptance or rejection by peers or grownups.
The bottom row of the diagram indicates some of the dimensions
of evaluation which the significant others use in judging the competence
and affiliativeness of their associates.

Data from previous research

show that children from a very early age are involved in being evaluated
and evaluating others in terms of a variety of notions of performance or
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competence and another cluster cf notions heving to do with socin-emotional
behavior.

The success and frustration experiences the child has in

growing up during the pe-school years are determined to a large deeree
by the way in which he is helped and is able to convert his personal
properties and environmental opportunities into valued personal and inter.

personalrescurcess and by the degree to which he is able to utilize his
resources in the process of interpersonal learning with peers and grownups.
We will focus on this process of utilization in a later section of this
chapter.

Many of our collaborating teachers have found it helpful to

use this descriptive theory of personal resource development as a way
of thinking about and studying the individual differences in the backgrounds
and development of their pupils.
Thinking about the Teacher in This Way
As the child enters school, he begins to learn the role of
pupil, and member of a classroom group,, he meets the new figure called

"teacher."

The teacher, of course, also has a background of development

which it is helpful to understand in order to predict and interpret classroom life more adequately.

We have found it helpful to use the same con

cepts and conceptual diagram to think about the development of the persrnal
and interpersonal resources which lie behind the professional role - taking
as teacher.

Figure 8

*
is very similar to the one we just used to summarize

the development of the chili, although many of the facts represented in
the diagram are different.
For example, we note that the unique professional skills and
orientations which the teacher develops derivs fruit her basic physical,

social-emotional, and intellectual characteristics, from her experiences
in the social and economic system, and from her treining opportunities.
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which guide his growth as he attempts to actualize his personal properties or potentialities and particular opportunity situations which are
available to him.

In later sections of this chapter

we will want to

continue this exploration of how the developed resources are actually utilized in initiating, maintaining and developing the interpersonal relationships which make up the context of classroom life.

Continuities
VIC

and Discontinuities of the ONMINaateamonNaawamaam
Socialization Frocess at School

When the child adds the sphere of school life to that of home
and neighborhood life, many new opportunities, expectations, and problems
enter his perceptual field.

He is exposed to a whole new set of values

and expectations about doing work in order to learn.
ways cif relating to a different grownup, the teacher.

He must work out
He finds himself

coexisting with and being compared with classmates of the same age as he
is.

He is a part of a big,

bustling organization called school, with a

variety of adults, older children, and other like-age peers who have some
interest in the way he behaves and performs in school.

Several major

fields of influence impinge on his thinking and behavior each day.

Fart

of each day he is in the family circle, relating. to and interacting with

his mother, his father, and any brothers and sisters he may have.

Part

of the day he is in the school circle, interacting and relating to his
teacher, to his classmates, and to the older children in the school.

In

social psychology, this phenomenon of being related to and being influenced
by different groups and persons is thought of in terms of reference aulle

theory and in terms of overlapplumembershipl or mEltiplelovalties.
The concept of reference grouos is very simply the idea that each
person is not a simple, autonomous system but is related to other groups
and individuals who serve as guides or "references" for his values and
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intentions and behaviors.

Even when he is not directly interacting with

them, his ideas about "how they would react" serve as a reference for him
in guiding his decisions and actions.
is a very similar idea.

The idea of overlapping membership

Because the person belongs simultaneously to

several groups or relationships, these influence fields from the different
references intersect and overlap in their influence fields as they impinge
an or include the individual.

This means that the individual may experience

tugs and pulls or pushes in more than one direction simultaneously because
of the overlapping influence of his several different references or objects
of loyalty.

Figure 9 presents a simplified representation of the over

lapping membership situation for our young school pupils.
The reader will note that the center circle represents pupil role
behaviors

.

individual decision, action, and values of the young one as

a pupil at school.

The three intersecting fields represented by the dotted

lines indicate that pupil role activity is influenced by three spheres of
influence - school influences, family influences, and self-influences
(e.g., autonomously generated needs, interests, impulses, and persona/
reactions to others).

Three separate types of school influences are iden-

tified, relationships with teachers, with like-age classmates, and older
child models at school.
father, and siblings.

Three family references are identified

mother,

Three types of self-influences are suggested; those

influences which represent the self-gratifying pleasureseeking, aspects
of personal dynamics (impulses), those forces within the self which represent the other-oriented, socially integrative self-interests, and those
forces represented by personal values about what is right and wrong.

All

of these forces are actively involved in determining and guiding the role

behavior of pupils as it develops and unfolds in the daily process of
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classroom life.

This medley of voices presents some children with many

more problems than others.

For some children the voices speak with a

fair amount of orchestration; for others there is much conflicting dissonance.
It will be helpful for us as educators to examine as thoughtfully as we
can the nature of the child's experience with these multiple influences.

What are some of the characteristics of the chiles experience with the
multiple influences that determine whether the experience will be one of
continuity and orchestration or one of discontinuity and dissonance?

These

five aspects of his experience seem important:
1a

Similarity or dissimilarity of direction of influence.

As

some children move from parental relations to relations with teachers,

they experience a substantial similarity in the kind of expectations and
values which are held for their behavior and directions of development.
There are similar definitions of achievement priorities and of valued
styles of human relationships.

Other children experience striking dis-

similarity with which to cope.

All children experience some degree of

dissimilarity in the expectations and standards of their parents and their

teachers, and also usually a substantial dismilarity between standards
promoted by their teacher and the norms of the peer group.

Certainly the

degree and type of dissimilarity experienced in the influences from the
different reference sources is an important determiner of continuity and
support or discontinuity and disruption of learning experiences.
2.

Predictability or umedictabilitv of influence pattern is

another significant aspect of experience.

To a high degree the child's

psychological space of free movement to take initiative and to set his own
goals is determined by the degree to which there is clarity of standards
and expectations from his different reference sources.

Unpredictability

as to "what they will do next" or "what they will expect next" presents
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the-child with a major dilemma as to how to take a particular relatienship
into account in making his decisions and guiding his actions.
3.

Acceptance or 1-112sItni by the significant others is another

major dimension of a child's experience.

If the child feels he experiences

more rejection from his parents and more acceptance from his teacher, he
is likely to orient his world. in such a way as to shut cut legitimate

expectations from his family world; or if he feels he experiences rejectin
from his teacher but acceptance from his peer eroup or classmates, he is
likely tc develop an orientation toward school work and teachers which will

shut out the potentialities of influence and support from present and
future teachers.
4.

Success or failure of performance efforts iF a fourth dimen-

sion of a child's experience with his reference figures.

If a child experi-

ences failure in the teacher's evaluation of his performance and competence,,

but success in his efforts to achieve status and acceptance from his peers.
this will greatly determine his degree cf readiness to accept influence
from the two, sources.

If he has felt devalued or .cnappreciated by his

parents and rewarded by his teacher, this will again introduce dissonance
into his world of influenrs relatienships.
5.

Perceived Eumpt. and connectedness ex disaereement

separateness among his various significant others is a fifth important
determinant of a child's sense cf continuity or diacr..ntinuity in his Wril
of relationships.

Some children perceive that their. parents are in -,em-

municatien and collaboratien with their teachera and the school, cr ti-ey

perceive the peer leaders of the classroom group as friendly toward and
in cooperation with the teacher.

Other children perceive their parents

as antagonistic toward their. teacher, or they perceive that leaders cf the

&E.

classroom peer group are at war with the teacher.

These perceptions of

harmony or disharmony in the relationships between the various agents of
influence is an important determir.er of the tension treated in the child

as he copes with the problems of integrating within himself the different
sources

influence which he experiences around a gtven decision

behavioral situation.

This leads us to an interesting and very important question
What types of problem. solving patterns do children develop and use to

cope with the medley of voices in their multiple loyalty situations?

How do they achieve Integration ani selfhood in coping with the variety
of influences?

gains with Problems.
of Multi le Lo7alty.
---------We have been able to dif:-7erent:iete at least fve different patterns

of problem solving adopted bu pupils in coping with. the differences in

expectations pressures and reeds from parents; teacher, peers
self.

The same child may, of course, adopt several

and the

these r7tine pat-

terns in different decision and action situations.
1,

CapjLtmentalized loyalty.

to avoid the atress

Ore tempting ani frequent wav

rec:inizing end taking into a.7.:-int

loyalty pressures is to avoid the ocnfrontation
issue of conflict.

to deny thit thee is an

Although sometimes this requires e. ereat deal

'f

psychological energy, some pupils are remarkably successful in kespir!g
their relationships in separate compartments of the self,

When they are

with their parents, their teachers and peer ass:oiates dc not sx,st

And

likewise when they are with their teacher. their parents have no payohnlogical existence.

This type of situational and reIstionship npportunism

can be carried to remarkable lengths to avoid internal confrontation and
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conflict.

One consequence is certainly a delay in the development of an

integrated personal identity which emerges from personal decision-making

and the development of the self out of the confrontation, internalization,
and integration of the many environmental influences,
2.

The pervasive dominant loyalty.

Another way to simplify

life in resolving the complexities of conflicting influences is to make
one of the reference sources the psychologically dominant one to provide
guidance in all situations.

By making loyalty to a mother

or to a best

peer friend, the dominant loyelty, it is possible to avoid a great deal
of discomfort in decision making.
of the others as irrelevant,

One can stop listening to the voices

or can quickly and easily reject the competing

messages as incorrect or misleading.

In many situations of conflict

between the voices of the peer group and the voices of the grownups, the
pupil adopts the policy of listening to one and rationalizing a rejection.

of the other in order to make the decision situation easier and to avoid
the pain of the "working through process" which would be required.

One

of the consequences, of course, of selecting a dominant external voice
among the various referent sources is that the child tends to inhibit
the development and use of his own internal voice as a legitimate guide.
3.

Re acting the references.

both the young and old.

houses" solution.

This third solution is chosen by

It might be called "the plague on both your

The sense of irritation and confusion which results

from being exposed to inconsistent and competing demands and expectations
is reacted to, in this case, by a psychological response which in effect
says, "If you can't agree, then there are no authoritative standards and

I am free to do what seems most attractive to me,"

This resolut:on

rrmeives support from t)e child's needs for autonomy and the attractiveness
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of the pleasure - seeking impulses which are one .7t the inrs7. voices in ro:%st
decision situations.

The child's experienne with the i7consistencies be

tween demands and expectations of parents and tewliers :an easily provide
the context and motivation for this "autonomy. resoluti:o".
40

Striking a Iawl
balance.
walM.1

Many children :ry ccnscientizuslv and

anxiously to listen to all the voices and tc arrive at scare kind of compromise that will somehow please everybody.

More frequently than not this

attempt to balance all the voices in the situation results in dissatisfaction and discontent.

And certainly there is very little gain in the develop-

ment of self identity from this posture of mechanical compromise Or "striking
an

average." This is, however, one of the most natural first attempts at

resolution of the problem of the medley of voices and usually it is the
experience cf lack of success in dealing with this kind of complexity whi:h
pushes the child toward. finding a simpler resolution, sp:h as the three

already described
5.

Creative integration and re:icr7:al influence,

In this fifth

pattern the chili has lsarned that the detist741 and the aottcn genuinely

"belong tc him" but that he has the responsibility and :pp--rt%mity to listen
to and to seek out the ideas of the oth.ers as resturce material ft himssli.

A second thine he has lea:!ned is that he is not ;ust a target of infIusnc0
pressures from others but that he is in a re:iprocal relaticrship with. others
and has the right and responsctility to attempt t.7. infl.uence them and the

direction cf their influence attempts to him

Mental health and intellectua:

development flow from the pupils discovery and ievelcpment of the possi,
bility of this basic posture of interdependence (as contrasted to indepenience
or dependence) in interpersonal decision making ani interaction,

one of

the basic goals of education. is simply to help the pupil discover and ahtep.
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this problem-solving, reciprocal-Influence orientation.

In this way the

overlapping influence fields of the school, the family and the self can

become an opportunity for creative conflict and growth rather than disruptive demoralization, and the prevention nF development ct personal identity.

A Teacher Has This Problem. Too.
We must not forget the teacher in our f,7:113 on the pupil and the

student.

The teacher's behavior in the classroom is also, influenced. by

the multiple loyalties and references which are psychologically present for
him at all times.
influence:

In Figure II), we have noted four overlapping worlds of

1) relationships in the school with pupils, teacher peers, super-

visors and administrators; 2) his world of influences. as a crmmunity citizen
with its variety of relationships and expectations; 3) his personal and family
life with its obligations and relationships; 4) and his internal world of

professional role identity as a teacher with the many images, intentions,
aspirations, and expectations which represent forces from his "professional
personality,"

Certainly the teacher is subjected to even a greater variety

of cross.pressures and conflicting expectations from multiple loyalty relationships than is the child.

No doubt the teacher has arrived at more

sophisticated patterns of problem solving but it is our experience that tt-e
same five patterns discussed above are present in varying degrees

for all

of us as adults, and a sensitivity tc these patterns will help us understand and interpret the behavior of the teacher as well as that of the
pupil as we study learning and interaction in the 7.1aseroo.m.

From the point of view of our research interest one of the impertant explorations is to discover the ways in which the teacher

grates the influences from "the voices Cf the children" (s,g
terests

inte-

pupil

4n..

expectations, abilities) and the influences from his other

reference figures.
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In Summary.

Let's review briefly this second theoretical framework for interpreting our observations about classroom life and the understanding and
interactions between pupils and teachers.

We have said that it is helpful

to think of each person as existing in a field of relationships to other
persons and groups who have significant influence on the way he will think,
decide and behave in any decision or action situation (e.g,,the classroom).
In the case of the child these references or influence agents have differing values and expectations about his orienta..ion to school performance

and about approved and disapproved social and emotional behavior.

We have

said that the complexity of the individual's problems in dealing with his

multiple relations will depend on the degree to which these represent a
meaningful continuity of experience for him or represent discontinuity and
conflict.

We have identified several dimensions of the child's or teacher's

experience which determine whether he or she experiences continuity or discontinuity in relations with major influence agents.

nized

Finally, we have recog-

that in any process of growing up and functioning in this context

of multiple relationships, there will be experiences of dissonance and discontinuity.

Expectations and values will be in conflict.

Therefore,the

individual will be continuously faced with the problem of coping with
competing and conflicting influence inputs.

Various problem-solving

postures can be adapted to cope with this complexity,

We've reviewed five

orientations which it seems helpful to identify and understand in the behavior of both pupils and teachers.

We are now ready to turn to a third

conceptual framework which the action research team has found helpful in
understanding classroom life.

6')
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The Circular Process of Resource Exchanae in Classroom Relationships.
Earlier in the chapter we looked at the processes of
evaluation that are going on cntinu%,,usly in the classroom,

interpersonal

In the-diagram

of interpersonal characteristics and resources we identified the linking
process between the child's personal characteristics and the process of
evaluation by ethers which results in the child receiving some level of
acceptance-status-and influsnoe-status in the classroom group..

We stated

that the positive and negative evaluations of the oharacterstics and skills
of a member by his fellow members might be thzueht of as definlng his resources as a member of that particular group.

One way of locking at the in-

teraction process in any group or between any two persons, is to think of
it as a process of exchange cf personal. res7urces, :r of attempts to ex-

change or to resist the exchanae of personal

esources

The pupil who sees

himself as competent in physical skills or in academic abt.lity may attempt
to actualize his resources by clLoring t: help someone with less skill
(transmit some of his resource). or t-,v using bi.s physical prowess to force

someone to do what he wants them
personal power),

eo, :cnvert his resource into

Or a pupil. in need of help on sobclwork, may initiate

an effort to utilize the T.Si:NJ7:123 be perceives a classmate as havible by

asking for help,

The res:urce cf. being lved or liked :an a: so be analyzed

in terms of the actualization effnrts initiated bv tb.e posses;.-,r of the
resource to express

feelings toward others, cr

exert influence

over those that are attra:tive t: him
One important fa:t is that these processes cf actualization and
utilization of resources quite rapidly he:7me stable and predictable prccessess of interaction, between members of the group,

Bela:lye status as

a resource possessor and a resource a :t'.ializer tends t7 become stabilized
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as our repeated wzasures of the same classroom group during the school
year indicate.

This process of reciprocal resource evaluation and ex-

change can best be conceptualized as a circular interpersonal or social
process.

We, and the collaborating classroom teachers, have found this

theoretical model of the circular process very helpful in interpreting

and predicting social acceptance, achievement motivation, teacher-pupil
relations and other classroom processes.

Let's lock at the elements of

this circular process, and the way in which they are connected, as illustrated in Figure 110
Because this is a circular relationship process between two
parties, we could start at any point on the diagram and go around but
we

have numbered the elements of this particular circle to start in the
upper left-hand corner.

We are illustrating the process of relationship

between any two persons in the classroom group.
pupil B or it might be teacher A and pupil B0

It might be pupil A and
The upper left-hand circle

indicates some of the significant processes wj.thin the member A (1)

-

For the moment we will look only at the upper half of that circle and
come back later to the lower half.

We see that the inner psychological

processes of A include his own self-conception of Mr: interpersonal
resources such as his conception of his own :;cmpeter:e, his self-esteem,

A second inner fact is his perception of the way in which he is evaluated
by the other member,

A third inner process is the way in which he perceives

and evaluates the resources of his fellow member B anl feels a need for
such resources.

he like him?

How much does he respect his competence?

How much does

Emergent from these interpersonal conceptions and evalua-

tions is what we have called the "interpersonal intentions or orientations
of A towards B" (2).

On the diagram we have indicated two important
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elements of such orientations.
of B toward himself?

Does he trust or distrust the intentions

Is his own orientation toward B one 7f wanting to

dominate and control him, one of wanting to share resources with him cr
one of wanting to be dependent on him for resources he feels he needs and
does not have?

This action intention toward B results in certain observable

behavioral patterns in his interaction with B (3)

In the diagram we

indicate five important dimensions of such astion pattern;
in his relation to B or does he tend tc be passive?
does he withhold and avoid interaction?

Is A active

Does he initiate or

Can the behavior which A produces

be interpreted as hostile or friendly toward B?

Is his behavior primarily

seeking resources from B or offering resources to B?

And can his behavior

be coded primarily as accepting the influence of B or primarily resisting
and rejecting the influence from B.

As the downward arr-Ad indicates

we

think of these behaviors as actions toward B cr feedba;k to B in response
to his actions.

And the upward arrow from B indicates that all of A's

behaviors are actively perceived and interpreted in terms of expectations
for how A will behave and result in interpretations by B cf. what A's
intentions are

The lower right-band circle represents the inner processes within

B (4)

In the upper half of the circle we note that B actively interprets

whether the behavior cf A is friendly cr unfriendly; whether it supports

and enhances his on needs or whether he feels it as restricting or
demanding; and whether he feels that As behavior indicates acceptance
or resistance to his own efforts to influence A.

The lower half of circle

4 (like the upper half of circle 1) indicates that B is always interpreting
the behavior of A in terms of his conceptions and evaluations of his own
resources, his perception of the way A evaluates his own resources, and

5

5c

his perceptions and eyaluaticra of the resources A has and is able to
mobilize (to either help or attack cr compete),
From these interpersonal processes of B, as he reacts to the
behavior of A ay.4, VI° his cwn conception of his own resources, emerges

the interpersonal action orientation of B toward A (5).
toward controlling, sharing cr dependency?
toward A?

Is he oriented

Does he feel trust or distrust

From this action orientation toward A we see in the lower

left-hand circle (6) the action patterns which B directs toward A.

A

actively processes this incoming behavior from B in terms of his expectations and his orientation toward interpreting the intentions and meanings
of Bps behavior,
ting?

Is it friendly or unfriendly?

Is it accepting or resis-

Is it helping or restricting?
Before turning to specific illustrations of this process in

the classroom, one more element in the diagram needs to be noted - the
two arrows coming in from the outside world (7) tc impinge on both. A and
B.

These arrows symbolize the fact that this relationship cycle is not

a closed o'ccle, a world unto itself.

Both A and B have had previous

relationships where they have developed. expectations and interpretations

of the behaviors of others,

Also, as we have noted in the previous section

of this chapter, they are now involved in other current relationships which
are always present to some degree in determining their needs and reactions..

These outside influences may either reinforce or disrupt the particular
relationship circle we are studying,
Illustrations cf Positive. Negative, and Collusi-se Cycles in Peers Relations
in the Classroom
1,

A IypicAle.._.71:42.

In one kind of positive relationship cycle pupil A has a positive
evaluation of his own competence and likability, perceives that B has a

6
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positive evaluation of him, and he has a positive evaluation of B.

His

action orientation toward B is cne of trust and cne of readiness
and expec
tation, of sharing resources and influence cm a reciprocal basis.

So

As behavior patterns toward B tend to show a balance of both seeking
and offering resources, and of relatively open acceptance of B's
approaches.
At the same time B has a readiness rc resist where he feels
it is appropriate, without this being a threat to the A-B relationship.

B's expec-

tations for the behavior of A are of friendliness, of
supportive enhance-

ment, and cf openness and acceptance.
own positive self-evaluation

The relationship is based on his

his perception of the positive evaluation

by A of himself, his own feelings of attraction
to A, and his resources

which result in a trusting orientation -ing
similar patterns of
behavior from A.

Therefore,a continuing cycle of positive
evaluation

emerges along with a sense of shared rewards and
continuing relationship,

enhancement from the

A and B are friendly toward each other
and

respect each other.
2.

A typical illustration of a negative

on1121peer relationshia.

In our analysis of classroom life
we have found several types
of negative
non-supportive relationship cycles which have
become stabilized
as a circular
processes between classroom members.
In one type of cycle
member A has a personal conception cf inadequacy,
perceives that he is
viewed as inadequate by B and has
a perception of B as much more adequate
and possessing needed resources.
His initial action orientation
toward
B is one of hopeful trust and of a desire
for dependency which results
in action patterns of attive.friendly
seekine for support and direction
from B and a readiness to accept such
support.
B has a self-conception
of personal adequacy, a negative evaluation
of A and experiences the
incoming behavior from A as demanding
and restricting and very often
as
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envy or uncouscious hostility,

From this inner proess for evaluation

emerges a distrusting and dominative orientation which results in a com-

bination cf unfriendly dominating behavior and unfriendly avoiding and
resisting behaviors by B.

In turn, this is experienced as unfriendly and

non-enhancing feedback by A-whose distrust orientation is intensified and
whose failure to achieve the rewarding dependenty leads to hostile withdrawal and avoidance of relationships which. would bring about more pain.

And so

a stable cycle of. unfriendly rejection and avoidance is established

and maintains itself.
3.

Another ';uical negative cycle

Another' frequent cycle is one in which member A has a positive

evaluation of his own resources, particularly his physical resources,
perceives himself as negatively evaluated by B and negatively evaluates
B.

His action orientation coward B is one of distrust and of desire to

control.

This results in a pattern of actively hostile influence attempts

and active resistance of the influence attempts of. B.

B perceives A's

behavior as unfriendly, restricting and demanding and is oriented toward
resistance, based. on his own self =conception of relative adequacy in

relation to A, his perception of. A's negative evaluation of him and his

negative evaluation of A.

From As action orientation B starts familiar'

competitive hostile resistance pattern of influence attempts toward A

which are interpreted by A as confirming his own distrust orientation and
accentuating his need to control B.

This establishes a mutual cycle of

distrust and control orientation and mutual resistance to influence attempts
on each other, a continuing non-rewarding competitive cycle.

Other mutual

cycles of separative alienation or of competitive hostility have been
observed.

The above represent two typical illustrations.
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4..

Collusivlaptisfying unhealthy cycles of peer relationships,

We do find a third relationship pattern which. is neither mutually
supportive of healthy development nor mutually dissatisfying and alienative..
This third pattern of relationship is one in which the two interacting
members are finding psychological satisfaction, but the satisfaction is
based on an exchange of interpersonal resources which is growth inhibiting
for both members.

A good example of this is a situation where A has

a need to cope with his own negative selfevaluation by controlling

B,

who he devalues but who he perceives has a dependency
orientation toward
him.

This results in active dominating behavior which B submissively

accepts because of his own sense of inadequacy, and his
readiness to be
"used" rather than ignored.

His positive evaluation of the strength of

A results in a trusting dependency with active,
friendly, seeking, accepting behavior toward A which enhances Acs self-evaluation
and stimulates
and supports his dominating,

non-reciprocal pattern of action toward B,

So we see the development and maintenance of the
support of A's defensive
dominating and distrusting behavior pattern and of B's
self-degrading
dependency satisfactions. The gratifications
inhibit the personal growth

of both parties, although there is mutual salsfaction
in the relationship.
5 .

Outside amat for. Emitive nezative and collusive cycles.

Earlier we discussed the continuity or discontinuity
of the child
experiences in relation to his multiple human
references.
to look at these ideas in a new way.

We are now able

The circular process which we have

illustrated is the relationship of the child to
one human reference, a
fellow pupil or pupils in the case we have illustrated.

Our diagram indi-

cates that this particular relationship is influenced by
other outside or
additional relationships which are illustrated by
the outside influence
arrows (7).

In cur previous discussion we noted that these outside
influences

9

may be strong or weak depending on whet.c.e: is

an P'.trn..71tv,F!

rejecting relationship, cr whether it i3 seen as relevant and cnnfleeted or disconnected with the present relationship.

In our discussion

of the child's problems of coping with his multiple loyalty relationships we looked at several ways in which the child rejects or takes into
account one relationship when he is engaged in interacting in another
relationships

We are interested in what he does with influence from his

parents when he is interacting with the teacher, or what he does in reacting
to influence from his peers when he is relating to the teacher,

We are

now ready to carry the analysis further and ask what kinds of "other
relationships" tend to help the child develop and maintain positive cycles
of relationship with his peers in contrast to those relationships which
tend to push towards negative cycles or unhealthy collusive

:ycles?

This

is certainly a crucial question when we atop to think about possibilities
of changing unhealthy cycles into healthy cycles.

If some of the major

causes which are stimulating and maintaining a relationship are coming from
outside, from ether relationships, then it requires quite a different
approach for giving help as compared to the case where the major factors
causing the problem are within the relationship itself and are accessible
to a helping effort through work directly with the two parties.

Let's review several examples of the way the child's relationships
(past and present) outside the classroom may effect the cycles he estal:lishe
with fellow pupils, and with the teacher.
1.

A deuzienurelationship to protective and assertive parents

may incline the child toward seeking. and maintaining a dependency relation
ship to strong peer leaders or to the teacher, although if the outside
:elation with the parent figures is frustrating and there

is negative feel-

ing about parental figures then the child may be seeking peers he can
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dominate, and may be oriented toward finding ways to avoid the influence
of the teacher.
2.

An experience of personal autonomy in outside relations, of

being left on his own, may incline the child toward a posture of finding
someone to lean on and depend on, or toward a resistance to any attempts
of others to control his behavior.
3.

A successful outside experience of dominating younger

siblings, or parents, is likely to incline the pupil toward attempts to
establish peer relationship cycles of dominance-submission.

Also he will

probably attempt to resist the leadershipof the teacher and be
competitive
with the teacher.
4.

Other children come to school with a background of inter-

dependent relationship patterns where the relationship cycle
has been one
of reciprocal influence and mutual exchange of personal
resources with
parents and brothers and sisters.

Such a child will have an orientation

that his parents are depending on him to do his best and to
use his own
judgment relating to others at school.

His greater flexibility will help

him in establishing emotionally positive and mutually rewarding
relationship cycles with both fellow pupils and with the teacher.

The teacher-pupil E2121innahiLlal_similar process
Again, as in the previous sections of this chapter, we
want
to emphasize that the same theoretical model for thinking about pupil
relations applies to teacher-pupil relationships as well.

All we need

do is to put the teacher in a circular process diagram as A and
the pupil,
or group of pupils, as B.

Then we recognize that the teacher's

self -.

conception of his resources and skills as a teacher, his perception of

the evaluations of himself by the pupils, and his evalution of
the pupils
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and their adequacy as learners are factors determining whether he has a
trust or distrust orientation and a controlling or sharing orientation
toward his pupils.

These orientations are based on his experience with

previous relationships in his own life history, as well as on his react'Lons
to his current pupils,

We also find growth inhibiting collusive relations

between teacher and pupils as between a motherly, domineering teacher and a

willingly dependents non-disruptive group of pupils.

One of the challenges

of cur empirical research is to discover the relationship between the

type of pattern which exists in the classroom and the results in terms
of learning achievement and mental health.

And one of the challenges for

every teacher is to achieve awareness of relationship patterns among
his pupils and between his pupils and himself so that he is in a position
to help support creative, productive relationships and to change the
unproductive ones.

----1aa

The Dev212Ement and Maintenance of Total Classroom RelaticlAtILStructures
LmO.M...as.aYlremasiaal.,

Edporating_Patterns

Another level of conceptualizing and analyzing the educational
situation is to think about the classroom group as a whole, about cless
room achievement and classroom mental health.

Although the main criterion

of success in the classroom Is the personal growth and development of
each pupil in relation to his own potentialities, still there is great
value to having conceptual tools for thinking about the classroom situation as a totality.

The teacher must think about the characteristics

of her classroom situation and about her role in relation to the total
classroom group.

In this project we have tended to think conceptually

in three ways about the classroom group.
norms

We have thought about a1222.

about classroom intamsonal evaluation ki,ttans and about ability.

UtiliZatiSILTAMESE2lo
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1,

Group norms in the classroom

When we explore the question of why pupils evaluate each other
positively or negatively, we typically find that a relatively
low value
is placed on expertness in classroom learning activities.

We assume that

the existence of a peer group norm about the importance of academic

expertness as a basis for status in the group would be an important
support
for academic motivation.

Another classroom norm which we have explored

in some classrooms is the extent to which the pupils approve or disapprove

of pupil collaboration with the teacher, such as volunteering to recite.
Here we have noticed the interesting fact that in some classrooms
many
pupils perceive that a majority of their classmates 'are against

very,

active collaboration with the teacher, although in fact we do not find
this feeling being expressed privately by their classmates.

In other

words, there is an attributed norm which functions like
an actual group
norm because of mutual ignorance and a lack of communication
among the
group members.

In. such classrooms, there is not a norm supporting the

sharing of perceptions and beliefs between fellow
students or between
the students and teachers.

The third area of classroom group norms in

which we have been interested is whether astandard
exists in the classroom
accepting of individual differenoesoin learning
ability, or whether there
is a norm which tends to expect and reward
conformity to a particular

model of "good student."
A great deal of experimental research on the development
and
functioning of group norms in small face-to-face
groups has been conducted
in the laboratory with adult groups.

We need to test out the relevance

of these findings for classroom groups of
children where the interest is
in understanding the support or inhibition of
aoademic learning and personality development.

2.

Group patterns of inteaersonal evaluation in the classroom

Research. by Schmuck (1962) has demonstratv1 the fact that
in

different classrooms there are quite different patterns of
interpersonal
evaluation.

He has designated these as differences in the degree
of

diffusion or degree of centralization of the so:iometric
status structure.
In some groups, the members distribute their positive
or negative evaluation of other group members quite widely or "diffusely"
so that all

members receive a certain amount of positive acceptance
or evaluation and
small amount of

,-ritical evaluation.

Such groups are distinguished by a

fairly equal distribution of liking choices, by no distinct
sub-groups

whose members receive a large proportion of sociometric
preferences, and
by fewer entirely neglected pupils,

In other groups there is a pile-up

of positive and negative evaluation. on a relatively few
"central" members,
so that a few get most of the acceptance or rejection. and the
rest of the
members receive very little.

Such centrally structured grmups are charac-

terized by a large number of pupils who agree in selecting
only a small

cluster of their classmates as pupils they like.
focus on a small number cf
Work is continuingon these

Along with this narrow

many others are rsglected entirely.
cal:ses ,:t.f these classroom phenomena.,

and their

impact an learning and mental. health, but the evidence so far
suggests

that these types of gr=p patterns do, have important
impacts on the

motivation to learn and psychological mental health of the classroom
members.

Another way in which groups differ is in the ratio of
positive
and negative evaluation of personal resources which exists
within the
group.

In some groups there is a much higher number of positive feelings

than negative feelings between members, while in other
groups there is a
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greater predominance

negative interperac;a1 evaluation.

In some groups

the interactions between the children reveal quite a high level of accep-

tance of each others opinions and other types of influence attempts, while
in other grsups there is a much higher percentage of rejection or resis-

tance to influence attempts than there is of acceptance

These group

patterns of readiness or resistance to exchange of resources between
mem-

bers need to be studied much more than they have been.
we have to date

From the evidence

it is our assumption that such classroom patterns have

a very potent impact on teacher-vApil relations and on the motivatin to
learn of the members of the classroom group.
3°

nutilizati22!_faILE-221222_111/225112E22M,

There is wideapread interest by educators in the phenomena of
high and low utilization of one's intellectual resources in classroom
learning activities.

We have developed a procedure for classifying the

members of a classroom group into four subgroups - these with high ability
and current evidence of high. utilization of that ability iu leaning

achievement; those with ht2h ability but low e!.idence *f utlization; those
with low ability but high utilization of this ability, and those with low
ability and low evidence of utilization,

Several approaches have been

made to the validity of looking at the classroom structure in this way.
We have explored whether the pupils in these different classifications are
viewing the teacher and their classroom experience in significantly differ
ent ways; whether' they are being evaluated by their classmates in differ-

ent ways; and whether they are being perceived and reacted to by their
teacher in different ways.

Although this approach to the analysis of the

total classroom group represents a crude con*epttlalization, it has become
clear that such a classification does lead to significant diagnostic
insights about the functionitg of the learning process in the total classnoom.

FF

It is clear from our explorations to date that there is great
value to looking at parent-pupil, pupil-pupil and teacher-pupil relationships as the basis for understanding motivation to learn, effectiveness
of learning activity, and the development of positive and negative mental
health patterns.

It is also clear that looking at the later two factors

in terms of total classroom patterns, rather than just as interpersonal
patterns adds greatly to our analytic power in understanding the classroom learning process.

Specific hypotheses derived from some of the

above concepts along with the empirical results appear in Chapters Iv, V,
VI, and VII.

Chapter III

RESEARCH METHODS AND VARIABLES*

The data :reported in this study were derived from some public
school classrooms in rural, industrial., suburban, and university oommunities.

The data from each classroom were obtained from three SSUTC2S

(a) questionnaires and group interviews with pupils. (b) questionnaires
and interviews with teachers, and (e) a brief perici of classroom otserys
tion.

The Sample

The sample was selected from a group of teachers in southeastern
Michigan who volunteered to participate in the project.

The selection of

teachers from the volunteers was determined by the objeoti,le of sampling
a diverse representation of types of communities and grade levels,

As

result, a subject pool somprising 727 ohildren was drawn f.rm twenty-seven
public school classrooms.
vided in Table 5

.

Some basic data reeardima the sample are pro-

The fathers' occupations for the pupils in the sample

differ significantly from classroom to classroom.

For instance, in one

classroom ninety per :rent of the fathers are professional, while in an;:ther.,

ninety-seven per sent are classified as unskilled.

The racial ocmpos5tion

ranges from predominantly Ne2o in one class to all White in chers.

The

diversity of the sample suggests that the results a..;:e applicable to most
midwest communities outside of laree urban areas.

Richard Schmuck primarily is responsible for the contents of Chapter r11,
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TABLE 5
C.CiaOSITION OF IRE SAMPLE

----- -_-_-_-_-_-__
Junicx-

Elementary
(Grades 3-6)

High School
(Grades 7-9)

.m.....-mo=img...idat*mo.msemammemmalnam..,-124WAWW:X.,YmOhMmi.

Senicr
H.tgb

(Grades 10-12

..,,m...1.4.1*AMEI,M04-

mat

Sex Distribu.ricn
233

Girls

194

74

91

417

145

155

Business executi7e

0

0

0

Upper professional

55

Totals

Occupation of Father

5

1

28

17

Upper white ::1.1a

and prfess.I.Aal

Lnwer white :nliar
and prcfsssOnal

49

30

32

Skilled

95

42

,1

Semi-skilled

76

17

22

Unskilled

42

4

9

.5

7

Farming

0

4..

Intelligence Scnres
Mean I.o.

Standard deviaticn

I C9

18

02r data concerning ocupations zf Y.athers are nct !7.cmplete.
Dearb
divorce, separatin
mbi.2
responses, and unanswered items

aunt

this incompleteness.

**
Intelligence scores fEt'l: the seccudary schcol pupils are not
reported
since the sccres dn mit represent surrenz measIres.
These test
ccres
were used only as a device tc.
separate the pupl.ls into high and lw 1.Q.
grcups fcr each classrccm.

if

8
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General Data Collection Procedures
All of the questionnaires were administered. by members of the

research team in the Spring of 1960 and again in 1961.

The only exceptions

to this general prc:edure were a short family background information form
and a sentence completion. test which were administered by the regular

classroom teacher.

Ea .h teacher was instrusted carefully in the standard

administration procedure.

Nearly all of the pupils had the eKperisnse of filling out a
shorter but similar questionnaire in thP Fall

of 1960.

Children who did

not have adequate reading skills to follow the questionnaire (which was
read to all pupils by the examiner) were eliminated from the sample.
Approximately two per sent of the original. :ample did not complete their

questionnaires and therefore are not included in this sample. Hence, this study does
not include children with severe academic disabilities.
Direction of Causation
Since there are no experimental manipulations of the variables
under study, the direction of causation will be imposible t:1 determine.
Indeed, the conceptual linkages outlined in Charter T( suggest conditions
of circular causation.

Personal characteristics. fpr instance, were viewed

as affecting the structuring of classroom interpersonal relations which.
in turn were seen as having an effect on other personal characteristics,
This process was viewed, then, as affecting

pemance. Nevertheless,

the statistical manipulations of the data under study will only indicate
where variable associations are significantly high or non-existent.
In spite of the methodological problem, some social psychological research does seem to indicate that interpersonal relations do influence
both personal and performance ,phenomena related to classrom life.
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Studies by Whyte (29!.3); Sherif, White

and Harvey ('';955); Pollinashead

(1949); Gordcn (1957); Coleman (1.961); and

this orientation to causaion

and. Taylcl (1952) support

On the other band, it is certainly

possible and, in some cases, quite pro able that classroom interpersonal
relations take their. torm directly beause cf. the aca:emic an

adjustment per

of. individual pupils

In. ary case

tehavioral

the specific

steps in the causal nexus connecting inter:personal ve!ations with individual p-rfo.tmance :arinct be s',udied dire :' ly here.

Measuring the Ma-!cor variables

In this section

operational de:Hnitions are provided

variables outlined in Chapter

an

analysed. Ln Chapter 1V

f the

Only the

specific items used to develop variable Indices are reproduced here,.
The complete battery of items

their instructions, and the detailed admin-

istration procedures are reported in the appendix.

The specific instrument

items used in this study appear below along with each operational
state

ment
Femilv Variables
Rata. for the following family variables were derived fr:m a

short family background information form.
Familial Social Class.

O-.:upeticn c

the (canter is used to assess the

social class ba:kgroand :f- a pupil's family

by three questions answered by the pupils.

work?

Occupations are identified
2

e., "Where does your father

What is the name of title of his job?" and "What exactly does he

do an the job?"
Occupations are coded on the :.asis of a mciiied census

classification, but f: purposes of this analysis are grrunea into three
social classes as f:41lows3

a) upper-middle class,, ncnsisting of upper

prcfessiral and. upper white

-nsistinz

middle :-.1ass,

ina farmers;

cateeties.

c) worki.na

c,::upsrional ..:aregmes; h) lwer1,_wer white :-711ar ani sk7Thi w 7'.kers,
1ass, inclAinz the semi.ek.',1:ed and ::..nsk.:193

Table 6 summarizes the number

36mple

to

in

each .f these three sslial olsses.
TABLE

DISTRIBUTIONS OF FAM:ITAI, SOCUL CLASS AND
PARENTAL EDVCO ION IN TFE SAMPI:r.
....440, Y.{ 111100-.11.1=1"..., mow. a+ 10. ems. = 114.- &Mu*

Familial

Class

.

.

.

Ftsz.:en:y

(and Ei

.nen-1

Upper Middle

16?

6)

Lower. Midile

.303

(47)

Workina

<27)
AP

Adm

e.VMP

04...1

Fres-am-v (ax
Fa'hers

Parental Eduoatio.r
Beyond' C:lleze

89

C,Alege ;raduate

ir

37

Ai

pet oent.;

Mcthers

02)

35

(.5

08

C..31

Some Co,Ilege

law

(8)

30

(7)

High Schocl Graeuate

:68 (23)

i3t.;

(3?)

Some High. Schccl.

113

105

(14)

(1f.; x

Grade Sobool

()

Don't Knew

132

olhese data are 77.-n. complee.

ambigums responses, and unanswered item

124 (17)

(19)
Death, di,rcIT.s.,

aczunit

.1.:,1*

this inc:.mple;:e,

ness.

Parental EdLcattom.

Information reaarOing

artainmen7.

at-

ents is obtained from one of sic alt,ernatfive aswets to the T.I.,137iCAI:

"How far did your father (mother)

in a:11co,1?"

Tabe

summarizes the
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number of mothers and .fathers at each educaticnal level.

Maternal EmElament.
employe

Each pupil is asked about whether his mother iS

and if sbe is

whether :he works full nr part. time,
Peer Group Variables

Group informal Sorometric Structure,

In each fq three sociomettro areas

(liking, influence, and expertness) every pupil
nominates four classmates

who are high and four others who are low for
him to that area.

A preliminary investigation of our data indicate that
these
three soc.icmetric dimensi,:.ns-are not totally independent.

In fact, each

of these dimensions is related to each other
at a moderate level of
association.

Liking and influence, for instance, show a cornelaticm of

about +.32, as measured by a Phi coefficient.

Furthermore, Phi coef-

ficients of +.3l and +.32 respectively are obtatnd for
relations between.

expertness and liking, and expertness and influence.

Since these Phi

coefficients are all moderate, each cf our dimensions will
be analysed
separately whenever this is appropriate.

However, because 'of both the

significant associations arnng these three sociometrit
areas and the
nature of our theoretiial framework, the liking socinmetric
area will be
emphasized.

Two kinds of scciemetric structures ene used for analysis in
this research.

The first of these is referred co as a "centrally
struc-

tured group," or one with a narrow focus of affection-

In such a group,

a large number cif members agree it selecting a small
group of individuals

as the ores whom they "like the most," and they also
agree in selecting
a few other members as the ones whom they dislike,

AS a result of the

narrow focus on a very few members who ate mot popular and
another few
who are most unpopular, ther.e. are many pupils who are neglected and
are
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mentioned by no ore as beina liked or -?isliked.
.A second kind ci informal patterr or so7irmetric structure is
referred to as a "diffusely structured aro:ip," or one with a wide focus

of popularity.

In this kine± of group there is a fairly equalized dis-

tribution of positive and negative choices.

most liked or least liked by somebody.

Here almost everyone is

There are no distinct subaroups

or cliques whose memto:s rer:eive a l.y.rge proportion of the positive or

negative preferences, and there are few neglected members.

The following two operatons represent the measures of cur
dimensions of sc'ciometric structure under sonsiderarion
(a)

Positive CentralityDiffuseness:

Each pupil

is awarded one "choice- status" whenever he is nominated

by another pupil as

in a given area.

Since each

pupil chooses four pupils as "high" in an atea, the
mean "choice" score for the group is equal to. four,

The centrality of a structure increases as the variability of this ":choice"

distribtisn increases.

Low variabily cf this "choice" s...nrr

distributic-n

characterizes a sosiometric structure approaching
diffuseness.
(b)

Nigative Centraliti-Diffuseness 2 Each pupil

is awarded one "rPeccion-status" whenever: he Is ncminaked by another pupil as low in a given area.

Since

each. pupil :...11.rnses four pupils as "low" in an area,

the mean "rejection" score for the group, is equal to
four.

The centrality of a structure increases and

the diffuseness decreases as the variability of the
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"choice" score distributi.:11 Increases.

The directicns and quest1rms used U.,x the cellecticn of these

sociometric data are presented in the appendix.

GruE Affect.

Each pupil designates on a nine-point scale how much he val-

ues each. pupil in the class,

this cperation.

A group mean and variance is obtained from

The data for this variable were collected with the instru-

ment entitled 1.11) Classmates which is presented in the appendix.

Actual Sociometric Fositien.

The pupils in each class are rank-ordered

accordinz te their summed "choice status" or "rejection status" scores in
a given sociometric area.

This dj:stribution can be split. into quartiles CT

at the median in order cc derive the high and low status pupils.
Teacher Variables

Teacher Liking for Pupils. A rating of the number of characteristics of a
pupil liked by the teacher was used to measure "Teacher Liking for Pupils."
A pupil was considered liked if he were rated above the median rating given
by the teacher' to the members of the class,

The teacher was asked to rate

thl pupils on a nine-point scale. which ran from a rating which implied that

the teacher liked all of the characteristics of the child to liking none et
his characteristics.

The data for this variable were collected with the

instrument entitled Your Pupils presented in the appendix.
Pupil Perceptual Variables
A sentence completion test,, prepared for this research, provides

data for three of the pupil perceptual variables.

The test as a whole con-

sists of 45 sentence stems, relating to different aspects of the child's
life.

It is exhibited in the appendix.

Two indices are developed from

clusters of stems, and two stems are used individually.
Attitude
toward
Self.
=mMa 1=J=07
IMO~MOD

An index of the pupil's attitudes _sward himself is

eel

based on the following three stems
When I look in rhe mirror
Sometimes 1. thInk I am
When
:ck at
her brys and girls and then
lock at myself I feel
.

.

Each cimpleted sentence is rated on a seven-point stale, according to the
degree cf positiveness Cr psychological health inditated by the response.
The mean of the three ratings provides e. "self-esteem index."

An internal

consistency o!ack for this measure indicates char each single item contri
butes about the same to, the overall index.

I lock in the mirror I

..

For instance, the item., "When

." is in agreement with the index 77 per cent of

the time, fnr high and low designaticms.

the total measure 72 per cent of the time,

The other two items both agree ,..r.:.th

These moderately high and ton-

sistert percentages indicate a fer amount of. internal onnsistency
that each item 1.3

and imply

::ontributing in its own right to the total index.

An.

analysis rf. the inter 'item associations also supports this latter point.

Each of the items is moderately and positively correlated with every
other item at levels ranging from +.36 tr:, +.38.

The self-esteem index is ct.nsistent, also, with a different kind
nf self-evaluation,

en an attitude questionnaire pupils are asked too rate

each of their classmates and themselves on a nine -point scale, ranging frcm
If a

person who has only things about him v.7u like" tr, "a person who has only

things about him you don't like." A chi square analysis snows an asoriation
between the self-evaluation on this nine-point st%ale and the self-esteem
index based on the three sentence zompletion stems (p<.001).

-----

Attitude toward S.:hoc'.

The 7F.ollowing five sentence completion stems,

similarly scored on a seven-po/nt scale ac!to,riing to the degree of positive ness of the attitude toward sch.t,c41, are sired tc obtain. a "school adjustment

index" by computing the mean score of the five sentences.
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My sthool work
Studying is
Homework iS
Learning sur

.

.

books is

This s-.1.7.-1

Analyses of both interns? .sonsistenoy and interitem
associations for this
attitude teward sohosl aolusrmint. index are Tiite
similar to those for the
self-esteem ineex.

Single item per: tent agreement with the total index

ranges from 68 per cent. to, 77 per sent, while irter-item correlations
range

from +.36 to +.54.

PuEil
Ferse2tions of Parental Attitudes Toward SthosL
---__-_wwOveimmyrn..ase-osuatnafralrl.flolc.amammimna.

A measurement of

the pupil's per7eption of eash ''f his parenes attitudes
toward school i

obtained from the following tw sentenoe nompltion
stems, which on the test
are widely separated by stems iealing with other. areas
When I talk about sshool, my mother
When 1. talk about ssho:ol.,

my. father

.

Responses are rated. on a seven-point scale ranging from
strong approval,

affective support: and interest in what the pupil has
to say ab,out school,

("is prowl of

" "says I"m doing fins," "anio s hearing about sshool,")

to strong disapproval or negative affest ("makes wise cracks
and school,"
"says the schsol isn't anv g:od." "wants me to quit school.")

The coding

of these respsnses also insit:des certain qualitative
aspects.

Supportive

answers are divided into appr,:val oz affetive support. active
help-with

schoolwork, and achievement emphasis.
such as lack of irterest,

On the rrsEspportive side categories

.:7.17.reet, ans lar...k of understanding

are used.

Fvqa most analyses only the degree of support -nonsupport
is used.

Where a hypothesis refers to "parents" rather than to
mother or father, an
average of the two measurements is used.
tal support sf school -index,"

This is referred Yo ,as the "Paren-
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AmA2vses ti'. ..ater teliettity- tcr
.:.-he vAitude V7,4.S.0

high-ltw sttrAng.

c-t1:. the attitude tcward self

sihrt: it.-kes t7v1i:.ate 95 per !:ent sersement

Or tbs, tw- ?ems re:ating t.7 oazent's attituJes ttward

sAr..,71, whi.ch were sttif. tn e mtle ,7.tmplax
twt .-:..1,:imr cc-:e

of 27 tategories, there was 8. per cent agreement he:tween
Th

:'tr

with a rttal

tt'

raters.

it. appears that the st,17.tng prIttedllte U3.41-i. afftr.l.s
vet:; high relisbti-

itv.

Importance
of Pa.rents.
.w.c.ca.r.-azoacmocas -alian.,MaaIIMMIOLCGage://..
pecp2e in his 1,ife

Each pupil is asked t,7 rank t.r.ter the signifflant

,:-.. the Basis t:f. "whith C":1E2 he

.;r.p mtst about

talls,-;

impolta=t things." He ranks the itLltng petple

mv cic.se frien!(s) tai

.

this class, thel:e in

this .:..lass

the teat.her th this tlass
P

Each w.ipil in very i:ass i3 asked to

a 7'..n. the first, ser!.rnd, third

the class in a paltioular scti.cmeri:7. arse.
ignated as par.-..ei,:ing himsel

tiies) nr low (e.o-h

frten6(s) nct in this class,

and my father.

S oticmetric: Pc,stt.in-

estimate whether. he

my ni.Dler

ar..

3.::

.7,7: fourth quarter tf

Thus, each pzpil :am be

as hc,Idire eith.e.

a htgh (11

q7.;.ailes) scolcmett. p:,..dititn-

an,., lst guar-.

The questicne

uscd tn ccl1Pcting these data. are in ths appenix.
Potency of Individual Invlvemertt....-----

Each p.l.pil 'designates hcw manv per9le

(hi a age) outside. the .c::assrt,m ha likes

peple in the classrm. A
.

,::lassrc:m median

hteh invlvemant. frtm Icw iMWEiCIS7
Isolatitm.

he ssme ,7..;

7.,etter than the

.a!-4 be used tc distinguish

i..' ea:.h, pup.:?. (See

Ie-Jlajo is defiree as f::he assienment

he

appendtx).
piLpil.

1,f. a Low

reward valu e. ti.. atitu6e3 whtt-ph he
seed es highly valued by the cledsrttm

group.

T1-

assignment cf a lc,w rewari . vaD:e is inferred from
a latk of

o,tnee between hcw the p7Lpi1 valces ziassrm relevant behaviors
and
the attttudes he attributes tc r.V.T.' ..,1a7sr.tf:m members.

In oTder t

measure

18

congruence between the pul's attitnes and those which he attributes to
otherg

.

each pLpil is giver the following series cf. snatements eealine

with rlassrcom a.titudes.
It is
tt take part as much as possible in
classrnicm work,
2,

Askl.ne the teacher fnr help is a god thine to

3.

Get ti

alcrg with your classmates is more impor-

tant than schcol 74.11-k.
40

Sz.t.c.:,1 wcrit is mcta fun than not fun-

5.

The teacher realk? understands how p:.pils feel.

6.

If :Fou work qry hard others in this class will
not l.ke t.

7.

The teEc.7her expects p.tpals to pl.lt toc much time on

school wA.
The pupil was first asked t.

indicate how he himself feels

about these things. puttine hie answer or a five-point stale ranging

t:cm

"1 agre almost alwal;a"tour disagree almnst always."
He was then asken hnw he thinks his teacher feels and how he
thinks his Eest frtends in the :Ass; feel

These were also on a five-point

stale ranging frcm a high level cf agreement t
ment with the statement.

a high level o

disagree-

Discrepancy scores were obtained between his own

feelings and the feelfnes he attributes tc his best friends, and hie
teacher.

The discrepancy between his nwn attttudes and. thcse he attriblites

to significant others in nhs tIasernom are. the measures o5 isolarinn usee
in this study.
Dissatisfantion.

somema a=mmrsawmrr,.-.wvtasc.waa,

The measurement of dissatisfaction employe i in this study

is highly related tc the isniation measure.

After each ppl indicated

his degree of agreement wirh the seven classrtcm relevant statements (see

Isolaion Variable above), he was given the following instructions.
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Now go back to item number 1.
if em.;
It
are
completely satisfied with the way you feel a':...tut rhis.
put a Check through the number you ha:_. circled
If
ycu are not completely satisfied with the way you reel
about this ..raw an arrow from he number you have
circled to the number which shows how you wuld like
to feel
Now
this for all of the items 7n this
page,

The sum of the distrepancies between the point used by the pupil
in his original marking and the point re which he drew arrows constitutes

the selfdissatisfaotio

measure used in this study,

It can be thought

to represent a SelfIjeal discrepancy,
Usin, tha ab7ve method, discreparoiss were 2cmputed ro obtain
peer dissatisfaoricn an

teaher :3issatiafactitn indices.

The peer dis-

satisfaction index was oonstr.Isted using the "best fr:ends" items..
this way it is consistent with. the pa.: isclation measure.

In

Teacher dis-

satisfaction was a iombination of the dis:reparo.y index and the sum of the

amount of change that the pupil would like
following

see the teacher make on the

ha!aot,3xistios.

4.
5.

6,

Pelp with work
Get angry
Make sure wrtk : d.tne
Ask Us to Jeci_de
Act friendly.
Make us behave

7.

Tr.LSt US (11 '71:1T own

8.

Make us work hard
Sh-..w that
he understands how
we feel.

9,

The pupil could :beck one of f:.ix,e points on a scale for each

item:

much more

she does now

a little more, the same, a little less

much less than

The sum 7f the number of stale pints away from

he same

as she does now" checked by the pupil was :ombined with ..7he discrepancy
index previously mentioned tt constitute the tre:her dissatisfaction
measure,

e9
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Pupil Academic Performance
Utilization of Abilities.

Each class is split at the median into a high

intelligence group and low intelligence group by scores from standard
intelligence tests.

The teacher then divides each of these groups into

high achieving and low achieving sub-groups.

Thus, the class is divided

into four ability-achievement groups; high ability-high achievement, high
ability-low achievement, low ability-high achievement, and low abilitylow achievement.

The two high achieving groups are considered to be

utilizing their abilities more completely and are designated as the "high

utilizers," while the two low achieving groups are considered to be "low

utilizers."

This ability-achievement measure, as indicated by the way

each class was divided, represented the pupil's relative position in his
class, not his ability or achievment in relation to all pupils of a particular age or grade.

A comparison of the mean I.Q. scores yields no differ-

ences for these two groups of utilizers.

I.Q. mean for the "high utilizers,"

for instance, is 109.38, while that of the "low utilizers" is 109.00.
According to the theoretical scheme developed in Chapter II; a

pupil's feelings about school and self as well as his performance in the
classroom are influenced largely by three contexts of social relations:
a) characteristics of the pupil's family and his parents'

attitudes toward

school, b) the pupil's status and relations with his peers, and c) factors
associated with the teacher and teacher behavior.

Chapters IV, V, VI, and VII

of this report focus on the empirical findings uncovered during the course
of this study in each of these three areas.

Chapter IV deals with the

general area of parental influences on pupils' attitudes and performances
in the classroom.

In particular, this part of the research focuses on some

correlates of pupil perceptions of parental attitudes toward school.

Chapter 1.V

P'!PIL PERCEPTIONS OF PARENTAL ATTIT7DES TOWARD SNOOL

Each of the hypotheses tested in this part of the chapter involves
pupils' perceptions of their parents' attitudes toward school.

These per-

ceptions are viewed as pivotal processes between family characteristics
and the pupil's attitudes and performance.
Family_ Characteristics

The clearest difference found in this part of the

study is associated with the parents' educational level.

As shown in

Table 7, parents who are seen as supportive of school by their children
have more formal education than those who are seen as indifferent or nonsupportive (p < .01 for fathers and p < .005 for mothers).

Among the

highly supportive fathers, 39% were college graduatez, many with additional
graduate work.

Among the nonsupportive fathers, only 23% had this degree

of educational attainment.

In contrast to this, among the fathers who

failed to finish high school, 37% were seen as not supportive, and 27% as
supportive.

Locking at the most educated fathers as a group, 55% were

seen as highly supportive and only 16% as not supportive.
The results are even more significant in relation to mothers.

Among the highly supportive mothers, 32% were college graduates and 177
had not completed high school.

Among the nonsupportive nr,thets, on the

other hand, 34% had not completed high school and only 21% had graduated
from college,

looking at the most educated mothers as a group, 61% of

them were seen by their children as highly supportive of school, and only
11% seen as nonsupportive,

Margaret Barren luszki and Richard Schmuck primarily are responsible
for the contents of Chapter 4. More detalied information
can be found
in an unpublished paper of the same title by Drs, luszki
and Schmuck.
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TABLE 7

PUPIL PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT AND PARENTAL EDUCATION

Perceived Farental Support
Per Cent (and Frequency)
Education

Parent

Highly
Supportive

Neutral

Not

Supportive

College and/or
Graduate Studies

Father
Mother

39% (95)
32% (96)

27% 149)
24% (44)

23% (27)
21% (17)

High School and/or
Some College

Father
Mother

(81)

41% :751

51% (153)

57% (106)

40% (48)
45% (37)

Grade School
and/or Some
High School

Father
Mother

27%

32% (59)
19' (36)

37% (44)
34% (28)

340/

170/

(64)
(49)

Chi Square (FATHER) = 13.86 (.01
Chi Square (MOTHER)

:;

16.51

(.005

p
P

.005)
.001)

A finding relevant to the higher significance of mother's
education for pupil perceived support is that mothers
are thought of by
their children as being more important than fathers (p
< .001),

More

than half the pupils rank their mother as being the
most important person
in their lives, while only about 18 per cent of the
pupils rank their
fathers as most important.

Despite the clear association between a pupil's perception of
his parent's interest in school and that parent's
educational level, no
statistically significant relationship was found in
our sample between
the father's occupational status and the pupil's
perception of his par-

ents' interest in school.

There is, however, a trend suggesting that

parents in the upper-middle class tend to be
more supportive of school

Z.

C9
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than parents in the upper-middle and working occupational
categories.
The data show that 58 per cent of the uppermiddle class
parents are
viewed as being highly supportive of school, while only 47
per cent and
48 per cent of the parents in the lower-middle and
working classes respectively are perceived as highly supportive.

On the other extreme, the

data also indicate a tendency for the lower
- middle and working class

parents to be more nonsupportive than the upper-middle class
parents.
Further, children of mothers who work full time are likely to
see their mothers as less supportive than do other children.
in Table 8 support this generalization (p < .01).

The data

The difference is high-

lighted in the findings for mothers who are seen as
nonsupportive.

Twenty-

two per cent of the working mothers compared to 12% of
the nonworking

mothers are viewed by their children as nonsupportive
of schoo.

The

social status of these working mothers tends on the whole
not to differ
from that of other women in the sample and does not
account for this
result.

These results, in summary, indicate that maternal education
and

employment, though not father's occupation, are associated
with the child's
perceptions of parental attitudes toward school.,
Pupil Age and Sex.

Age and sex have been shown to have a bearing on

children's parental perceptions.

Kohn and Fieldler ; ;1961) for example,

reported that younger pupils differentiate less than older
pupils

and

females are somewhat more positive than males in their
perceptic

of

others.

Kagan (1956) and associates (Kagan and Lemkin, 1960;
Kagan, Hoskin

and Watson, 1961) have made rather extensive'
studies of children's percaptions of parental attributes.

None of the attributes studied was related

directly to attitudes toward school, but the results
showed that boys view
their parents somewhat differently from girls.
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Table 8
PUPIL PERCEIVED MATERNAL SUPPORT AND MOTHERS' EMPLOYMENT

Perceived Maternal Support
Per Cent (and Frequency)

Mothers' Employment

Highly
Supportive

Neutral

Less than half time
or half time

55% (279)

33% (170)

12%

More than half time
or full

50% (88)

28% (48)

22% (39)

Chi Square = 10.1'

Not
Supportive

(64)

(.01 > p > .005)

Our data indicate that younger pupils perceive their parents
as
supporting academic striving more than older pupils.

There is clearly an

inverse relationship between a pupil's age and his perception of
positive

parental support of school (p < .005).

Table 9 shows that over 56 per cent

of the elementary level pupils in the sample indicate
very positive parental

support of school, while only 38 per cent of the senior high school pupils
indicate such support.

In both the neutral and the nonsupportive categories,

on the other hand, there is an increasing percentage
as one ascends the
educational ladder.

Chi square analysis of the data indicates that sex of pupil and
strength of perceived parental support of school are not related.
Types of Perceived Parental SuRporl2fSchool.

The data reported above

all relate to quantitative aspects, or the strength of perceived
parental
support.

Some differences were found also on the qualitative
side.

Three
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TABLE 9

PUPIL PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT AND FJP11 AGE

Perceived Parental Support
Per Cent ;:and Frequency)
Highly
Supportive

Pupil Age :.eve
L

L.lementary

567

Junior High
Senior High

Neutral

Not

Supportive

(236)

33% (137)

11'

46% (64)

417 (57)

13% (19)

381 09)

45%

l7, (27)

Chi Square = 17,27 f,005

f.69)

.45)

p > .001)

general types of pupil perceptions of parental attitudes toward school can
be isolated; a) affective support and approval, e.g,

'is proud of me,"

"thinks I'm doing well," "is pleased with my school work"; 1:0
offer of help
aAd_active support:, e.g., "wants to help me," "asks questions and
tries to

help me," "wants to know and help," and c) emphasis_on_academic
achievement,
e.g., "wants me to do my very best," "wants me to learn more," "wants me
to stay in school and get a diploma."

In an analysis of these data, four major findings emerged.
1.

Mothers and fathers do not differ significantly in the type

of support the pupils view each as offering.
2.

Lower-middle class pupils, both boys-a,cid girls, perceive more

affective support and approval from both parents than uppermiddle
and
working class pupils.
3.

Opperi-middle class pupils, primarily girls, perceive more

parental helping and active_auaport than working class pupils; who
in turn,
perceive more than lower-middle class pupils.
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4.

than girls.

Boys perceive more 2arenta1 academic achievement
pressure
Furthermore, boys in the working and lower-middle
classes

perceive more parental achievement pressure than boys
in the upper-middle
class,

Pupil Attitudes_and_Performance

The data generally indicate that pupils

who view their parents as actively interested
and supportive of what they

are doing in school make a more positive psychological
adjustment to school
that pupils who see their parents as less

supportive.

First, pupils who

perceive their parents as holding supportive atti7.udes
toward their school
life feel more positive about themselves than
pupils who perceive less
parental support.

Indices for parental support of school and self-esteem

(Table 10) show that pupils who view their
parents as supporting school
have more positive self-feelings than pupils
who view less parental support of school (*.p < .005).

TABLE 10

PUPIL PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT AND AT
:=TIDE TOWARD SELF

Perceived Parental Support.
Per Cent and Frequency)
Attitude Toward
Self
Positive

Neutral
Negative

Supportive
417

(148)

'Neutral

NoSupportive

32% ;85)

23% (20)

35% t.125)

36%

347 (.29)

24% t86)

32% (85)

Chi Square = 17,50

93)

> p > .001)

43%

.37)
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Secondly, pupils who perceive their parents
as holding supportive
attitudes toward their school life feel
more positive about school than
pupils who perceive less parental support.
this statement (p < .001).

The data in Table 11

confirm

Seventy-seven per cent of the pupils perceiving

very high parental support have positive attitudes
toward school, whereas
only six per cent of the pupils with high
supportive parents have negative

attutudes toward school.

When the pupils with positive attitudes
toward

school are viewed as a group, it will be
seen that 57% see their parents
as highly supportive, whereas only nine
per cent see their parents as
nonsupportive.

TABLE 11

PUPIL PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT AND .AT:T=DE
TOWARD SCHOOL

1 AlMals
Attitude Toward
School

Positive
Neutral

Negative

Highly
Supportive

Perceived Parental Support
Per Cent (and Frequency)
Om Ot

m.IMNWOMma,m=0Mt v.1 Mw.ra Mlii Mr. e= arm* ON mMr. =MC Wm/WM VP/W

Nentral

Not

Supportive

77% (274)

66%

51%

46)

17% (61)

24% (64;

27%

(24.)

10% (26)

22%

,:20

6% (22,

Chi Square = 32.38 (p < .001)

Finally, pupils who perceive their
parents as holding supportive
attitudes toward their school life utilize
their abilities more completely
than pupils who perceive less parental
support.

The data in Table 12 con-

firm this statement for elementary pupils
:p < .025) and for junior high
f.:1?
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'_ABLE

12

PERCE.7.;./E PARENTAL 3"..PPOR

A vE.

TI..1.1

F3 .1.7. 7.HREE AC F. 1,E 4E,..

Per 'ent and YreTiency. of
.F.igh and :ow 'Allizers at
Fach Age :evel

Perceived

Parental
Support

E FME.17.ARY

ow

Supportive

154..

51.7,

Nona uppor t ye

38'.;

47%,

.27)

62:Z ;'44,

Square = 5 -31 ..p < .025;

Chi

High

Suppor ci ve

Low

:48

Norviupportive
Chi

135 ./

3C

10,

491

46

70!',

23

Square = 4 24 p < ,05
SEV1R u.1C
'igh

1 ow

Supportive

511

46,

49),

44

Norisuppor tine

41!

16 ,

591,

23:

Chi

Square =

1.11.
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school pupils :.13 < .05), but not for those in tenth through twelfth grades

Generally speaking, the younger the pupil, the more impact his perception
of parental support of school has on his academic performance.

This finding

is consistent with those of Coleman 0.961) and others which show the greater
impact of the peer group and reduced influence of the parents during adoles.
cence.

About 530 of the elementary pupils wi-h very supportive parents

are utilizing their abilities quite adequately,

Overy 62% of those elemen

tary pupils with nonsupportive parents, on the other hand, are utilizing
their abilities at a low level,

the junior high, 70% of those pupils

who perceive their parents as nonsupportive or school are low utilizers.
There is some trend for this to be the case in senior high also, but the
chi square analysis does not reach a high enough level to be significant..

Nevertheless, 59% of senior high pupils who perceive their parents as not
supporting the academic are under utilizing their abilities.

Since the

high and low utilizers in the sample were equal in intelligence, these
results point to the important associations between a

a pupil's perception

of his parents' support of school life and b. a pupil's attitudes toward
self and school as well as his academic achievamsit

Perhaps some examples taken from our data will help make these
findings more concrete.

Consider-

for instance. this fourth grade boy who

sees his parents as unsupportive of school.

When presented with the

incomplete sentenece, -When 1 talk about scio?l, my father,' he answers
"doesn't_like_it."

For his mother, he writes

has an 1 Q. of about 106 which is rather high according tr.)

range of this particular class.
at quite a low level.

the ability

However, his teacher says he is achieving

Furthermore, he manifests a very negative attitude

toward himself and rather negative feelings toward school.

He filled out

.I &
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the self items in the following wayst
"When

"Sometimes 7. think

am_nuts."

J look at other boys and girls and then look at myself

a smart aleck." "When

look in the mirror.

see ,...;.2

self-related incomplete sentence. he writes "Whi,1

bed boy."

feel like

nn another

am by myself I feel

stupid."
On some of the incomplete sentencss f r assessing his attitudes
toward school

easy."

he answers:

"My schoolwork is hard " "Studying is not

"Fomework is :stupid," "Learning

out of books is .C1',1111

This boy has a few friends his own age, but by and
large he

appears to be isolated from his peers.

His life as s pupil is not a

happy one.

His teacher sees him as g: boy who is generally
uninterested

in school.

She adds that sometimes he tries hard, but he
is not able to

concentrate for long periods.
Let us contrast him with another fourth grade boy who
is achiev
ing very highly considering

his intelligence level.

close friends as his classmate described
above

He has about as many

but shows a much different

pattern of perceived parental 'support for school and attitudes
toward
school,

This boy writes.

"When 7. talk about school

know what 7, have done in .school ." and ".

carefully."

On another item he writes

about school,"

my father likes_to

,my mother listens very
"A father is nice when

talk

indicating again his Perception that his father is very

supportive of him as a pupil.
In revealing his attitudes toward school_
he answers:

is fun," "Homework is fun when it_is_ejly.

'St :.dying

schoT1 is nice."

-He

also views his teacher as reflecting general satisfaction
with his behavior
as a pupil. He writes, ".My teacher
thinks 7_ am nice most of the time."

ICO

Consider a third pupil, this one a fifth grade girl, who per-

ceives her parents as being very supportive of her academic behavior
answers, "When l

schnol," and

She

talk about school, my father likes me to talk about
.my mother wants to know abet': it.-

She has an 1.0.

of 100 which is low according to the ability range of this particular
class.

However, she is achieving at quite a high level.

her score on the self-esteem index is very posit:e.
self items as follo-.4s.

Purthermore,

She filled out the

-Sc.metimes 1 think I am _pretty good,"

look at other boys and girls and

the

"When 1

look at myself, I feel that 1 like

me and the others." "When 1 look in the mirror, I feel
that 7.
About school she writes, "This school is,iiica, and she
says. "Studying
is fun most of the time."
Finally, contrast this pupil with a fifth grade girl who views
her parents as being very unsupportive of school.

About her father, she

writes, "When I talk about school, my father sets mad," and ".

mother says how_masabad things do you do in school?"

.

,my

Even though her 7-9.

score is average for her class, she is achieving at a very low leyel.

Her

attitude toward self appears very negative as indicated in the
following
responses

"Sometimes 1 think I am really dumb,"

boys and girls and then look at myself,
and smart.."

"When 1 look at other

feel that they are more_pretly

"When I look in the mirror,' think how 7. can change myself,"

Sociometric Status in the Peer GI2ma.

The results generally indicate that

sociometric status in the peer group and perceived parental
support of
school are unrelated, but, when taken together, are powerful predictors

of a pupil's classroom performance.
The data in Table 13 indicate that at three levels of perceived
parental support, very supportive, moderately supportive, and
nonsupportive,
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TABLE 13
FJPIL PERCEIVED PARENTAL SbPPORT. SPCI.OMETRIC STAT:IS :N THE
PEER. GROUP AND UTIL:ZAT1)N OF AB:LITrES

Perceived
Support

Per Cent and Frequency) of
High and Low 7tilizels

Sociometric
Status

Low
High

65% '87

35%

Medium

33% 032;

47% :72

Low

37% (26)

637,

Chi

.'..47

44)

uare = 14.47_Lp < ,001.2

Uigh

62% ;54

38% :33)

Medium

46'/

i53s;

54%

low

407,

(24.,

60% (36,

:63

Chi 7nJ.ilr!2-=-L3LLR-5....1102)-------

high

48%

Medium

20%

8

80%

*32

Low

26%

,-7)

74%

20

,..11)

52% '12
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sociometric liking status in the peer group is
positivly associated with

utilization of abilities.

7.n the

ery supportive condition, for instance,

65 per cent of the pupils with high liking
status are high utilizers,
53 per cent with medium liking status
are high utilizers
cent with low liking status are high utilizers 'p
<

pupils with moderate parental sipoort and low

utilizing their abilities at a

and only 37 per
7onversely,

s:-.,.c....ometric posi.7.ion are

low level in 60 per cent of the cases.

less than 54 per cent of the pupils with
moderate home i.ipport and medium

peer group status are low utilizers

while only 38 per cent of :he pupils

with modera;:e parental support and nigh peer
group status are low atllizers,

Finally, it appears that even in the
nonsupportive home conditions, there
is a trend. though not significant
for pupils with high liking status in
the peer group to be higher utilizers of
their abilities than tnose with
lower status

:to < .10).

The results s.4gest that peer support
may serve

as a substitute source of personal gratification,
especially as the pupil
grows older,

7.MPL:7!.n.)J3 FOR TEAC.:TRS

The research reported above shows how important
it is for children
to feel that their parents are interested in
and supportive of their
school life.

Such feelings are associated with favorable
school achieve-

ment, positive attitudes toward school, and
a healthy level of self-esteem.
If this is true, administrators and teachers
should try to increase every
pupil's chance to obtain parental
support by attempting actively to educate
parents: in the significant

role they play in the life of a child in
school.

The problem of working with parents is
a complex one, beyond the
scope of this research.

The following ideas, however, suggest a few things
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that might be done,
home.

First is the job of obtaining information about the

Some states have records of pertinent home information
about each

pupil which are easily accessible to the
teacner.
secure additional information.
acquainted with a new class

Some teachers, in the context of getting

ask pupils to fill out questionnaires covering

family background information.

Sentence completion stems such as those

u=!ed in this research are also useful.

Ither teachers make home visits.

after a clference with one of the parents
hone life of the pup:l.
tech-Jilues are employed,

A teacher may want to

to get a better idea of toe

Wnatever information gatnering and diagnostic
it

is important for thr teacher to get some valid

idea :early in the year about the state of affairs
in each of her pupils'

homes.
7.f the Information about a home saggeets
that some changes are
de!.iirlble,-the teacher may be able to establish
a positive enough relation

snip with the perencs so that through conferences
and visits she will be

able to help them assume more s'2pporti7e roles in
relation to their child's
Through meetings wltn group= of parents
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teacher; can

engage parents in discussions of how tney treat their
children in relation
to school

make suggestions about alternative actions

and gain some CM!'

mi:ment to action by setting -2p a later dire flr
evaluati.:1 and discussion.
A teacher might. for instance, attempt to enhance
parental s..Ipport by dis
cussing individual differences.

An understanding of differences among

pupils relative to sex, cultural background. abilities

and interests

increases the opportunity for parents to be
more accepting and tolerant_
of their children.

own child as a pupil

7.n addition to producing greater acceptance of their

a family stiodard of acceptance of differences may

emerge from trying out new ways of relating to the
child.
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Approaches 'such as these ha.:: p-o:ed

behaJior ald attitudes

calgiig

Teachers oftei fi'd parents eager for liformati)n

and guidance because their lack 7f support items primarily
from thsir failure
to understand child beha/ior,
toward the ^hill and toward

n some parents

ch31 are deep ronts.d

skilled teacher may he lable to ellisr
should be referred t

10 ever, negative feeling
aid evel a highly

ope-ati-n.

Fernaps such parent_;

a isitilg teacher wh,1 could try ro 'ilderstand aid

alleviate the nonsupporti-,7e attar ides,

s-,:11 work

both teacher aid

visiting teacher 111:31: be carefll nor tn pat further prassur-i..

aid strails

on what may be already a difficult home sitiati.ol,

The finding that the parents who are less .,upportiJe of
their
children's school life have less ed,lcatiol ol
tne whole than the more
supportive parelts suggests
the generations,

."..n

that at time, the problem is `Die Wnicn spais

:some parent;

he mere mentioi of scho:.1 brings out

their owl feelings of frustratill aid jai: , -e

aid the pe-solal threat

aroused by any approach f!om the tea ^hrr
may b so strolg tnar lirtle can
be done to gal, their co p-rat:on,

-her par.. -o-. may rack the skill

heeded to communica-.e al attitude of 'eppo-t for

instititioi or their child

s

academic e'fort,

are suffering be.cau.se their parents

-he educatiroill

-nildten 11

',mllies

1,7 rceiJed aueq),tt pr.-psratio,

for the complex task of child -eating in al
ilcrasligly ihdutrialized
society.

Family life. educatio, on a ls.rge sc..L is

,- .tided_

1:-!_21e!

colferences alohe caniot s-pplv toe b,,ckgro:od
ns.cs._sia-y 7' uiderst,nd
child benatior,

Prog rams of family :Ile aic child cevelipmot ed.2catil

must become more easily aailabe r- pareits
and social workers should

be 111.,ra

times family 7,00.nsellig

in school is symptomatic of

order

aid meltal hears colsultalts
r parelt cols Iltatiol,

especially where pipil m3. dj_srma,c

=mi y 'trails and col:lict.,

C
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Despite the relationship between parental attitudes and pupil
school adjustment. there are many pupils who do not follow this
pattern

pupils who like school and do well in school despite lack of
support at

home for their school endeavors.

Many such cases can be attributed to

positive child teacher relationships.

The teacher s own feelings about

and behaviors toward individual pupils can go a long way toward making
school a place where security and respect are found.
that a child's desire for persona: worth
tive parents

Thus

it is possible

though threatened by nonsuppor

may find some opportunity for fulfillment in the classroom

The teacher also can help the child achieve
some insight into the behavior
of his parents.

:nformally, in her day-to-day relations with pupils

and

formally through the social science curriculuT, the
teacher can stimulate

pupils to think about the reasons for behaor
in general and parental
behavior in particular.

Through human relations skills gained in the

classroom, the pupil can be helped to handle his
own family situation
better.

S"44ARY
This part of the study substantiates the general
proposition
that family characteristics and living styles
are related to a child's
perception of his parents' attitudes toward school.

Specifically

parents

who are seen as supportive of school life have
more formal education than
those who are indifferent or nonsupportiven

Also. children of mothers who

work full time see their mothers a; less
supportive than do other children.
Younger pupils view their parents as supporting their school
older pupils.

life more than
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Three types of pupil perceptions of parental attitudes toward
school are isolated.

support, and

affective support and approval

academic achievement pressure.

b

help and acti.:e

-hese three types of per

ceived support are differentially related to the fimilial social class
and sex of the pupils,
This research show-; further that pupils whopercei.re their

parents as holding supportive attltAes toward their scnool life utilize
their abilities more fully and make a more positi:e psychological adjust,

ment to school than pupils who perceive less parental support,

for parental suppot of scho31

'.radices

self-esteem, and attitude toward school

show that pupils who view their parents as supporting school hare higher
self-esteem and more positive attitudes toward school than pupils who
view less parental support of school.

Finally: sociometric status= in the

peer group and pupil perception of parental :support of Tcnool, taken
together, predict better to a pupil's utilizatiol

o

his abilities than

one of these alone.
((apte!.

concludes with ,ome suggestions for teachers

CHAPTER V
SOME RELATIONS4.IPS nF PEER RELATIONS IN THE CLASSROOM
TO F.71311, ATTI7JDES AND PERFORMANCE'

Most of the data reported in Chapter V are derived
from upper

elementary classrooms

When appropriate, however. the generalizability

of these findings to other developmental levels
will be mentioned.

The

first and last filoings are baz,Id on the full sample if
twenty. seven

classrooms.
The first finding is that classroom
peer groups distinguished

by more liking diffuseness exhibit more positile
group affect than groups

with more centrality.

:ndeed

a rank order correlation of rho= -.33

(p < .05) indicates a negative association between
the centrality of

liking "choice" scores and group affect.

As predicted

decreases as a narrow focus of liking
choices increases.

group affect
Further

a cor

relation of rho = -.26 'p < .10\ indicates
a probable negative association
between the centrality of liking "rejection"
scores and group affect,
These correlations. tnough smalL indicate
at least a tendency for peer
groups with diffuse liking structures to have more
supportive socialemotional atmospheres,
Table 14 shows that

pils are more accurate when estimating

their actual liking status in the peer
group
centrally structured in the group.

the more liking choices are

These data indicate a positive

Richard Schmuck primarily is responsible for
the contents of Chapter V.
More detailed information can be found in Dr. Schmuck's
doctoral disser
tation. Social-Emotional Characteristics of Classroom
Peer
Groups.
7niversity of Michigan 1962; and his "Some
Relationships
of
Peer liking
Patterns in the Classroom to Pupil attitudes and
Achievement."
in
School Review, Autumn. 1963,
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association between structural centrality and accuracy of personal
status
in the peer group_

The results show

moreover. that as the liking

dimension approaches a more narrowly foc.1sed distribution.

bimodal

centrality, more pupils accuratel-: estimate their status in the
peer
group.
OC

These results were also substantiated for high school classr,oms

= 15.51, df = 2

p < .001)

74.3LE 14
IT1C.Nc STR'f 7-72RAI 7'.-TES AND

F-PI:
ACC'RA7Y 7..N1 EST". AT.1.N( STA7-S

Per Cent and frequency) of Accurate
And Inaccurate Pupils for Each
Structural Type

Liking Structural Type

Accurate

Bimodal Centrality

667.

1..97:'

Y.naccurate

34% :51)

4

Mono-modal Centrality
Diffuseness

Chi square = 7.85

Includes either "choice"

-

64% .83)

36% f46i

51?

49%

p <

'75

!72.1

02)

"rejection- centrality.

A more refined analysis of the data further
substantiates this
relationship between centrality and accuracy,

"able 13 indicates that

pupils who have low actual liking status
in elementary peer grovs tend
to perceive their low status more accurately
in the centrally structured
situations.

On the other hand. in the diffusely structured
classrooms

about 60 per cent of those pupils with low actual
status perceive themselves as being highly liked in the group,

we contend that the profusion

1C9
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of emotional support for individuals in the diffusely structured peer
group accounts for this condition.

Similar results were obtained for

combined analysis of the junior and senior high age levels,

2
Y

a

= 9,95

df = 2, p < .01)-

TABLE 15
TrTI1 A'.7C- RACY :r..N CoCg77T NC LOW 3TAT:

7N T4REE I

Liking Structural Type

IC STR-::::RES

Per Cent and frequency) of Accurate
And Inaccurate Pupils for Fach
Structural 7ype

Accurate

Inaccurate

Bimodal Centrality

58%

44:

42% :32,

Mono-modal Centrality

45%

29,

55'4

Diffuseness

40'4

29'

607, ;44;

.35

Chi square = 14.65 ,p < ,001

Some ramifications of having low liking status and knowing it
become evident in further analyses.

The data shown in Table 16 show two

things; first that pupils with low actual

liking status are lower utilizers

of their abilities than pupils with higher actual liking status and

second that pupils who perceive themselves as holding low liking status
are lower utilizers of their abilities than pupils with higher perceived
status.

Furthermore, an inspection of the percentages in Table 16 shows
that pupils who perceive themselves as being liked, though

they have low

actual liking status, are utilizing their abilities more highly than
those
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TABLE 16*

ACTUAL LIKING STAT7S, COGNIZED LIKING STATUS

AND UTILIZAMN OF ABILITIES

Actual Liking Status

Per Cent (and frequency)
of High and Low Utilizers
in Each Liking Category

and Cognized
Liking Status

Actual
Status

High

Low

High

65/ f100)

351 '53)

::153)

Low

431

(25)

5Th (33)

(58)

High

481

:53)

5Th (58)

(111)

Low

3l'

(32)

69% (70)

(102)

Totals
Utilization (210)

(214)

High

Low

Chi
Chi
Chi
Chi
Chi

Totals
Cognized
Status

Cognized
Status

Totals
Actual
Status

(211)

(213)

square ;Actual Status - Cognized Status) =
18-77 (p < .001)
square (Actual Status - Utilization
= 15 85 (p < .001)
square ',Cognized Status tilization)
= 19.87 (p < .001)
square ':interaction) = .02 ;SS)
square 'Actual Status - Cognized Status = 54.51
(p < .001)

*The Chi square partitioning statistic used in Tables 16, 17,
and 18 is
explained by William ;lays in notes from his statistics
course entitled,
"Analyses of Qualitative Data," University of Michigan,
Spring, 1955,
pages 24-33.

who have low status and know it,
tially the same.

Results for older pupils are essen-

These results emphasize the importance of introducing

perceived status into studies relating sociometric
status to performance.
Further analyses of our data emphasize the importance
of considering perceived liking status along with actual
status in studies of
classroom peer groups.

The results in Tables 17 and 18 show that pupils
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who perceive themselves as holding low liking status have
more negative

attitudes toward self and school than pupils T,:ith higher perceived
status.

TAKE 17
ACT.AL LIKING STAT.-7S, C9C,NIZED LIVING S'TAT"S

AND ATV T.TDE TnWARD SELF

Actual Liking Status

and Cognized
Liking Star.,_s

Per Cent and frequency)
of Those with Rostive and
Negative Attitude Toward
Self id Eadh Liking Category

Actual
Status

Totals
Cognized
Status

Cognized
Status

Positive

Negative

High

60, (901

40.

'.61:!

'151)

Low

401,

24.

601,

'36;

'60)

High

58%

03'

421,

.46)

Low

35Z :35)

657,

High

Totals
Actual
Status

211 )

Low

210;
(66

Totals

Attitude Toward Self 212'

.209'

Chi square (Actual Status - Cognized Status)
= 17.22 (p < .001)
Chi square "Actual Status - Attitude Toward Self) =
2.28 (NS)
Chi square Cognized Status - Attitude Toward SeU)= 19 60
< .001)
Chi square 1.;.nteraction) = 57
NS)
Chi square 'Actual Status - Cognized Status

39.67 (p < .001)

Attitude Toward Self) =

The results in Tables 17 and 18 sh3w that perceived liking status
is related positively and significantly to both attitude
toward self
and attitude toward school, while actual liking
status shows no sucn
relation to these variables.

Thus. one could be mislead if he were to conclude from
previous

studies that peer group sociometric relations
are not related to pupil
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TABLE 18
ACTUAL LIKING STATUS, COGNIZED LIKING STATUS, AND
ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL

Actual Liking Status

and Cognized
Liking Status

Per Cent ;and frequency)
of Those with Positive and
Negative Attitude Toward
School in Each Liking Category

Actual
Status

Cognized
Status

Positive

Negative

High

54% (82)

46% (69)

:151)

Low

40% ;24)

60% (36)

(60)

High

56% (62)

44% :.48)

(110)

Low

38% (38)

62% (63)

(101)

High

Low

Totals
Actual
Status

(211,

(211)

Totals
Attitude Toward School

Chi
Chi
Chi
Chi
Chi

Totals
Cognized
Status

(206)

(216)

square (Actual Status - Cognized Status)
= 16.88 (p < .001)
square (Actual Status - Attitude Toward School)
= .34 (NS)
square (Cognized Status - Attitude Toward
School) = 11.06 (p < .001)
square (Interaction) = .56 (NS)
square Actual Status
- Cognized Status - Attitude Toward
School) = 28.84 (p < ,001)

attitudes toward self and school on the basis
of an analysis cf actual
liking status alone.

Perceived liking status as well as actual liking

status should be analysed together when making
a complete social
psychological analysis of the classroom peer group.

Indeed our data

indicate that one important conditioner of
attitudes toward self and

school is the liking status a child perceives
himself as holding in relation to his peers.

Presumably, the group structual properties which
were

highlighted in our results above represent at
least one dynamic aspect
of this.
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Tn summary, the data so far support the notion that
peer group
sociometric diffuseness,

individual pupil

extensity of interpersonal support for the

attitudes toward self and school. and academic produc-

tivity, vary together in a systematic fashion.

The next few hypotheses

involve another significant variable in analysing the
impact of peer
group liking patterns on individual pupils, pupil potency of
involvement in the peer group,

generally, ae predizt differential effects
on the individual
pupil of high or low involvement in his classroom
pear group.

The

general proposition is that peer group status should have a greater impact

on those pupils who are highly involved in classroom life,
those with few
additional alternatives for interpersonal
gratifications

pupils lacking such involvement,

,.

than on those

Results in Tables 19 and 20 indicate

that associations exist between actual liking
status and one's utilization
of abilities, only for pupils with high
potency of involvement in the
peer group.

Table 19 shows that in the high
potency of inv)lvement

:on-

dition, there is a positive associati:.n
between actual liking status in
the peer group and the utilization
of academic abilities, The results
presented in Table 20, on the other hand, indicate
that this association
does not hold for those pupils with low
potency of involvement,

Thus.

it appears that the ability utilization
of those pupils most involved
in the classroom peer group is more highly
associated with actual liking

status than is true for those pupils less
involved.
Further, the data show that associations
exist between actual

liking status and attitudes toward self
only for pupils with high potency

of involvement in the peer group.

A comparison of the chi square analyses
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TABLE 19
ACT -AL

R
TALI

1

TABU. 20

\le 37AT S AND
tr,.'4 7c4.

ACTUAL L7.K7.NC

POTEvry

P1TENC1 17!::

Per Cent and frequency!
of High and Low "tilizers

Liking
Status

High

11w

65'/ 173;

low

45'

33% .39)

Chi

Per rent a-ad frecrie.ncy,
of Pigh and 'od ~i li zer;

iking
Status

High

ANL

55

square = 9.14

p<

High

47:

-38

005,

High

49Z,

IOW

51',

:-.11!

Low

a

40

44;

50:

60?

67

square =

1..84

v3,

in Tables 21 and 22 does coifirm the proposition that
actual liking status
is ass7.lciated more highly with attitude toward
self for pupils highly

involved

in the

peer group than for thp;e with iess 1iaalvemeit

rAttif.
AC" :AI

21

!;-.E. 22

37,77 S AND

PCTTI-11E 7qUIARE

TAJ:7-!

7

d1C4 PI: FN.-N. OF IN':'.)1.JrA.N7

rni

LF

W
.V4Ili"FMF7
3F

P''TFV

mmilma

Per Cent

and frequency'

f ThoseWi tn- Posi ti v=e

Liking
Status

4.nd 'egative Attitude
oward 'self

Positive

High

Low

61.70 t65)
397-

42;

Chi Square = 4 78 tp <

Vega ti ye

467,

54,,

03)

53,

62,

Per Ce-r:
and frequency,
;f TL-t);e With Positive
.5nd

N;a2ative

sward 3e

Positive

'ega t i ye

447- ,46,
56'.

59

-hi square =

02

45Z

46;

55'-

5'.

VS,

rI -fI
.
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Finally, the data indicate that the attitude toward self of
pupils with high potency of involvement in the peer group is more positive
as peer group structure increases in di.ffuseness.

The data in :able 23

show that the "self esteem" of pupils with high potency of involvement in
the classroom group is higher as group structure increases in diffuseness,

TABLE 23
ATTI.:IZE TOWARD SELF OF P7JKIS --ECHLY 1WOLVED IN
TiE PEER GIOVP FOR T-'iREE 1:g:NC STR7C17RES

Liking Structural Type

Per Cent and frequency) of Those With
Positive and Negative Attitude Toward
Self in Each Liking Structure

Positive

Negative

Bimodal Centrality

41% ;56)

59'/,

Mono-modal Centrality

46%

:67,

34% 09;

Diffuseness

58%

50)

Chi square = 6 63

:p <

(82)

42', :36

.051

In summary, the data so far point out, among other things, that
peer groups characterized by a wide spread of liking relations among members have more positive emotional climates; that peer group liking structure and pupil involvement in the group help tc fashion a pupil's perception of himself in relation to the peer group; th -it this perception of

self in relation to others is associated with a pupil's attitudes toward
self and school; and that a pupil's perception of his place in the peer
group is related also to his utilization of abilities,

:14S
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IMPCATLON3 FIR TFA7iERS
This part of our research also has direct relevance for teaching,
The findings emphasize the importance of positive emotional climate for an
individual's cognitions of himself and fcir effective academic learning.

Our data indicate that when the peer group pattern of interpersonal affection is diffuse. so that many pupils receive at least a few liking choices,
pupils tend to be more highly attracted to the classroom setting
utilize their academic potentials more completely.

and to

If; as these findings

indicate, successful human relations are important conditions

academic

achievement, the teacher shtaild try to enhance every pupil's ability to

obtain emotional support from his peers by actively attempting to alter
peer group sociometric arrangements.

'71e should attempt to do this not

only because good human relations is a value in itself, but also because
it contributes importantly

the school's academic goals.

What do findings of this type suggest for teacher behavior?
First is the job of obtaining accurate information concerning the distribution of liking choices in the classroom,

Ine way of accomplishlng

this is through careful and systematic observation.
ask himself:

Are there some pupils who tend to be ieft out of most class-

room activities?
last?

The teacher might

Are some pupils always chosen first, and others always

He should raise questions such as these in attempting to view the

peer group as objectively as possible.
behavior and attitudes:
the classroom?

He might also examine his own

How do 1 distribute rewards and punishments in

Are there certain children to whom

give primarily nega-

tive criticism and rebuke, and others who receive a large portion of the
praise,

In addition to careful observation and self-questioning, the

teacher might employ sociometric techniques such 33 those used in the
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research reported here in order to find out how interpersonal affect is
distributed in his group
Once the classroom distribution of affect 15 clear to the
teacher, and if some change is desired, he may try various techniques
to modify the peer group structure and tnus develop more positive
feelings among the pupils.

A cooperative study group

for instance.

in which low and high sociometric status pupils work together for the
achievement of some commcn goal, is quite often effective in changing
inaccurate perceptions and stereotypes about low status cnildren.

Another possibility is t/ work low status children gradually into
roles which are viewed as having c/nsiderable prestige by the peer
group.

Teachers might enhance the affective climate of the classroom
by including information and discussion about tne nature of individual
differences as a part of the subject matter.

An understanding of

differences among pupils relative tl family background, sex, race. abilities, and interests increases the opportunity for pupils to be more
accepting and tolerant of a greater number of their peers.
to producing greater acceptance of individual pupils.

Th addition

a classroom stan-

dard of acceptance of differences may emerge from such explorations,
Another possible way of developing a wider focus of acceptance
in the peer group is through classroom programs directed toward a
greater understanding of behavioral causation_ or the "why's" of human
behavior.

The assumption behind this type of academic content is that

greater insight into those factors which contribute to a pupil's actions
will result in a more accepting classr

atmosphere,
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THAPTER

SOME RELATIONSHIPS C
AFFILIATE T') P-T:.1

"EA 4ER AS Sol-FM07-.1'7.NAI
717:-.7EFS ?NC PERFORMA:N7F-

All of the data reported in this chapter are derived from
elementary, junior high. and senior high

cla,,srooms.

The first finding is that the more a teacher likes a particu-

lar pupil. the less iiAated he is from the teacner,

Isolation here is

defined as the assignment by the pupil of a iota retard value to attitudes
which he sees the teacher hignly valuing,

:able 24 3110WS tie results,

TABLE 24
'UMBER 72 P:13:13 ISOLATED FIIM -7-T TEACUP AND
74E7R DFCREF 1)7 BELNC- IIK7-_D BY "T!E -7AC4IR

Being :iked by Teacher

Isolation from Teacher

High

57 ".

Low

Yi85.

44? .131'
2

X
P

43 ;

1142.

S6

.193

= 11.23
=

001

Further analysis indicates that isolation from the teacher

is

greater when a pupil perceives himself as being disliked by his teacher
than when he thinks he is liked by the teacher.

-able 23 shows that the

more positive a pupil thinks he is evaluated by the teacher. the
less isolated
he is.

*David Epperson primarily is resp.onsible for the
contents of Thapter VI
More detailed information can be found in Er. Fpperson's doctoral
dissertation, The Dynamics of 7wo VHriants of c7lassrlom alienation
University of Michigan, 1962
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TABLE 25
VUMBER OF PUPILS EXPRESSINI FEEI7V(S or BET VC L3 KELP BY 74E
TEACHER ANT THEIR DEGREE OF TSOLAT-ON cR1M HIM

Feelings of Being Liked
How Teacher sees Pupil)

Isolation from Teacher

Low

Medium

High

247.,

79)

40Z

.132.

Low

147.

50.

38'-

142',

X

2

p

igh

361.

i121)

48? '173'

= 15.02
=
001

Other data further substantiate the notion that the influence
of the teacher on the feelings of the pupils are very potent

The data

in Table 26 show that a high level of isolation from the teacher is

accompanied by a high level of dissatisfaction with the teacher

TABLE 26

NINBER OF E:TILS ISOLATED FROM THE TEACER A\ID THEIR
DEGREE OF D7SSATISFACT-ON W.TH T!-IF TFW-HER

Isolation from Teacher

Dissatisfaction with -eacher
High
nw

High

65% .200.

357

,.110.

Low

37% -132.

63:,

'225)

X
p

2

= 50 34
=
001
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The data in Fable 27 snow that a pupil's diF.satisfactioo with

his teacher is also associated with dissatisfaction for himself.

Thus

isolation from the teacher is associated both with dissatisfaction with
the teacher and with dissatisfaction with self

low selfesteem,.

TATE 27
NUMBER. OF F.T:1S DiS3A.7-.3F7FT W

:iFM3EIVES AND Tr1F.r;

DECREE OF r133A77.3AC-:.ON W74

Dissatisfaction with Self

TPANER

Ns-satisfaction with Teacher
-high

low

High

59%,

'.189)

41% 0134)

Low

40%.

.:132

60%,

2
sC

p

= 20 76
=
.001

Isolation from the teacher is also related to other attitudes
of the pupil,

In particular, pupils who are isolated from the teacher

have more negative attitudes toward school that those who are lot isolated
from the teacher,.

Table 28 shows these results,

Finally our results indicate th': pupils ..013 have positive
attitudes toward class are higher utilizers of their intelligence than
those who are less attracted to the class,

Thi data in Table 29 provide

support for the relationship between positive orientation to classroom
life and utilization,

:hose pupils who hale high attraction to tne

classroom are more likely to utilize their academic potentials than pupils
with low attraction to the classroom,
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TABLF. 28

NIXBER. Or P:."PILS

FROM

AT77.173DE

aND THE' R.
3c-iOOL

Isolation from the

Attitude toward School
Positive

Teacher

Negative

High
ow

41'4

X2 =

p

208)

367,

118)

149)

59?,

214i

35.63
.001

=

TABLE 29
NUMBER OF PUPILS MAN.3.FEST:NG
AND LOW 72'..L'.:ZAT7.0N
AND THEIR ATT.n'T:IDE TOWARD S:-H.O01.

Attitude Toward School

':ti 1 i z4tion
High

Nega tive

Positive

Low

417, (162'

57"7, ,211)

55'1,

45.

X

p

2

,'.154

= 9.05
=

.01

Low attraction to the class is c7)nceptualized as a pivotal
variable which mediates between isolation from
the reacher and utiliza-

tion. Even though there is little doubt of the
ass-niations that exist
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between isolation from the teacher and attraction to class on the one
hand, and utilization on the other, the dynamt.cs of the relationship
between isolation and attitude toward schn)1 still remain unclear,
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(7.-;1,171-Ft

PARENT, PEER TF'C-ER AVE ':V'P'
CREATIVC CIAS3Rn04

The social influences of family.

P

!*Arl-nR3 IV

Fv7:RnOiENIT3'

peer group

and teacher on a

pupil's utilization of his intelligence are well documented above
has been said

however, up t) now

social factors on boys and girls.

74ttle

abolt the relative impact of these
rurtnermore

no studies nave investi.

gated the differential effect for boys and girs 4eparately of each of
these influence factors on uril:zation of intelligence.

Are the class-

room performances of boys compared with girls, for instance, affected
by similar or different sources of social Influence?

7.s the academic

achievement of both sexes affe:ted equally by s-)cial class and parental

attitudes toward school? Are bays and girls influenced to the same
degree by peer group rejection or di:ssatisfaction with tne teacher'
Questions like these are not answe:ed ln current edu:arional
research
literature.

Th::.s section in atti...mp:Ing

tions, compares boys a---4 girls

11 a milt

answer same of :hese ques-

stage analysis of selected

social influence correlates of cla,:iroom leaning,.
The mean 1.Q. scores
not differ.

f.)r

the bays and girls in or sample do

Both the boys s.nd the gills ha.ie average inteiligence

quotients of approximately 109.

.-ne two sexes, however, do differ

markedly in their academic achievement. and th.:s differ on how completely
they are utilizing thei.r intelligen:e.

The data in 'Table 30 confirm the

general proposition that girls achieve mere highly than b.:ys
regardless
* Richard Schmuck and Earner
contents of Chapter

Egmond primarily are responsible for the

1)5
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:AKE. 30

A CaMPAR:SON OF GiR1S AND BMUS ON
"J1.11.72ATLIN D7 IN7X1.11GENr:F

Utilization
Intelligence - Performance

,sex of Pupil

Girl;

High

Boys

111 ,.63

65

High
low

64 37',

118 '64)

Chi square = 27.88
High

T < .001.

II) (62

Low
Low

36)

63

69 i,38

36

113 :,64)

Chi square = 24.29 AD < .001)

of intelligence level.

At each ability level., high and low, 63 and .62

per cent respectively of the girls are achieving at a high level, while
only 36 per cent of the boys are doing so in each case.

urthermore,

these achievement discrepacie.s between girl:; and b.)Ti
,ixist at the three
age levels included in the sample, elementary.
high.

hIgh

and senior

Separate chi square analyses at each of the three grade levels

yield significant and similar results.

In this samp:e of pupils definite

achievement differences exit between girl; and boys from third
grade
through senior high school.

The similarity of L.Q. score; for the

t TR

sexes at all grade levels indicates that these achievement differences

are due to factors ocher than intelligence.
Social Class and Utilization
The data in Table 3i indicate that social class and
utilization
of intelligence are related positively for girls but not for boys,

The
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data show chat girls in the upper and lower middle classes are utilizing
their intellectual abilities at a higher level than working class girls.

It appears that the academic achievement pattern for working class
girls resembles that of the boys.

Indeed, the results indicate that

the higher utilizers in the sample for the most part are upper and lower
middle class girls, while the lower utilizers tend to be the boys of
all three social status levels and working class girls.

TABLE 31
THE RELAT:.ONSHIP BETWEEN SOCTAL CLASS AND 1-12ATION
FOR.

.TA' 3 AND BOYS

Jtilization

Social Class

Girls
High

Upper Middle

Lower Middle
Working

61 94)
103

Boys

Low

64

28 (46.,

Low

21 (:26)

35

/:-3)

38 (36)

40

:,29)

96 (71"!

33 1:54)

34

.36)

61 ,:64)

Chi square = 12,299
p < .005

Perceived Peer Group Status and

High

46

5.7)

Chi square = 4.296
p = NS

;3tilizati on

Perceived liking status in the peer group is positively associated with utilization of intelligence for both boys and girls
according
to the data presented in Table 32.

Although fifty-two per cent of the

low peer status girls are high utilizers, there is still
a definite and
significant trend for pupils of both sexes with perceptions of high peer
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status to utilize their abilities relatively more highly than those who
judge themselves as having low peer status.
and 32 further bears tnis out,.

A comparison of Tables 30

Whereas arDund sixty three per cent of

all the girls are high utilizers, only fifty two per cent of the low
peer status girls are utilizing their intellectual abilities at a high
level.

Likewise, f7,r the boys, some forty three per cult of the high

peer status boys are utilizing their ih:elligences at nigh levels, while
only about thirty-seven per cent of :he total sample of boys are high
utilizers

TABLE 32
THE BELAT7.0NSHTY BETWEEN PERCE7,4ED PEER CROjP 377A173
AND 'Utn:ZA.7it.. FOP. G!.R1S AND BOOS

Utilization
Perceived Peer Status
Girls

Boys

Low

High
Low

High

Low

141 c:68)

65

32)

78 Z..43)

104 t57)

51 :132)

47

4:48)

31 (24)

99 (76)

Chi square =

./

681

Chi Square = 12.037
P < .001

p< 01

Satisfaction with Teacher and2tilization
The data in Table 33 indicate that pupil satisfaction with the
teacher and utilization of intelligence are positively related for both
sexes.

Indeed the results for the girls are even more striking than the

relationship between peer group status and utilization.
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TaBf 33
THE 11E1ATiON&4.P EF.TWEIN SAT3-LA(:TfON

TE.aqER

AND 'TIIIZAT.'.ON FOR (: RIS AND BS

,ti 1i zati Dn
Satisfaction With
Teacher

Girls

Boys

"-Ugh

High
Low

Low

158

.7i)

61

34

.1.0)

51

28)

Chi square = 27.194
p < .001

low

4igh

87

42i

22

'21)

122

58)

81 179)

Chi square = 12.469
p < ,001

Perceived Parental Support of School and -fltilization
Perceived parental support of school and utilization of intelli-

gence are related positively for girls but not for boys.

The data pre-

sented in Table 34 indicate a difference in utilization for girls in

relation to the level of parental support they perceive

A perception

of low parental support appears to be particularly disruptive for the
school achievement of girls

Like familial social class, perceived

.sup-

port by parents appears to have little effect in differentiating male
achievement patterns.
The data p:resented up to now indicate that the utilization

of intelligence by girls is influenced by social =lass and
perceptions

of parental, peer, and teacher support.

Boy's utilization, on

he other

hand, is associated only with perceived peer status and satisfaction
with the teacher.

The home variables of familial social class and per-

ceived parental support of school are not associated with utilization of
intelligence for boys.
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TABLE 34
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCE!..VEE PARENTAL SUPPORT
OF SCHOOL ANr 17TIZAT:ON
G7:.117..S AND BOYS

1.11,6

Utilization

Parental Support
Cirls

High

High

161

Low

Boys

Low

High

Low

;',68'.f

77 02..'

87

31 (47)

35 (53)

22 (29)

Chi square = 9.494
p < ,005

i 37::

148

.63)

55 (71

Chi square = 1.822
p = NS

Since the variables which are significantly associated with
utilization may overlap considerably with one another,
the next level
of analysis examines the relative effects of
each while systematically

controlling on the others.

For the boys this involves only two variables,

perceived peer status and satisfaction with the teacher,

In the case of

the girls, however, where all four variables
are related to utilization,
the number of female pupils in the sample will
not allow for controlling
on three variables while qarying the fourth,

Efforts will be made to

analyze the data as completely as the sample
size permits,

The boys are

considered initially.

Boys
For boys, the data presented above indicate
that the two variables,
perceived peer group status and satisfrection
with the teacher, are both
associated with utilization of intelligence,

The data summarized in
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Table 35, comparing the relative effects of these v.-4o factors on
utilization, show that for boys who indicate a high degree of satisfaction
with teacher there 13 still a positive association between peer
status and utilization.

C:onsidering boys with high perceived peer

status, the degree of satisfaction with the teacher also is still

positively associated with utilization,.

in a comparison of the relative

effects of these two Jariables on ,itilization, we find that forty-nine
per cent of the boys who are high in both satisfaction with teacher
and perceived peer status are high utilizers
as contrasted to percentages

of only twentyeight, twenty five, and nineteen high utilizers
when they
are low in either one or both of these variables.

Finelly, the data

indicate a tendency for satisfaction with the teacher
ta be mare important and impactful for utilization of intelligence in by
ceived peer group status.
for utilization :n boys,

than per

7.n any case, both variables are very important

Boys who are low on both variables are low

utilizers eighty-one per cent of the time.

TABLE 35
PEER. STA71.73 AND SA7113FAC1OA 141:_T-! THE. TPACHER IN
WATION TO 71:11,..'2A7T.(!N FOR. BMS

Perceived Peer
Status

Satisfaction With
Teacher

High

Low

High

67 (49')

71

low

11

33 :75j

High

25

,:51)

Chi square = 7,56
p < .01

Low

High

20 (28:,

51 (72)

Low

11 ;J9l

48 s81;

Chi square = 1.61
p = N.3
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Girls
In the first level of analysis for the girls, the variables
of
familial social class, perceived peer group status, satisfaction with
the teacher, and perceived parental support of school were all associated

with utilization of intelligence.

Since social class may be an impprtant

conditioning factor for the other variables, our first stage of further

analysis for girls will control on the effects of this variable while
examining the relationships of the ocher variables to

AB1E 36
SOCIAL CLASS AND PEER CRO'JP STAT!S IN RELATION

TO UrlIZATION FOR GYALS

.11
Familial Social
Class

Perceived Peer

tilization

Status

sigh

Low

High

49 (77)

15

.'23)

Low

12 (.67';

6

:,33i

Upper Middle

Chi Square = .722
p = NS
High

71 :';70

30

low

32

28 (47)

Lower Middle

30)

Chi square = 4.70
05

p <
High

Working
Low

21 ,51)

20 49)

7 (35)

13 ;65)

Chi. Square = 1.42

p =NS
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The relationships between perceived peer status and
utilization
at three social status levels are summarized in sable 36,

-hese data

indicate that perceived peer status and utilization
are associated only
in the case of girls designated as lower middle class.

Althlugn there

are tendencies for this relationship to hold for working class girls
as

well, the data do not show a significant associatin.

Thus. perceiving

oneself as having low peer status appedrs to ilfluence
tne acnievemen:

of lower middle class girls more than it does that of the
upper middle
and working class gi.:1s.

TABlE 37

30C:AL CLASS AND SATT_SFACT:U
RELATT.ON 77n .:71.7:ZAT:ON

Familial Social
Class

1R 1:7.P.!3

Satisfaction With
Teacher

tilization

High

*High

53

Upper Middle
Low

79.

8

low

14

'211

7

.47:

Chi square = 4,27
p < j,)5

High

31 .7.5

27

25)

Low

22

31

,,583

Lower Middle

'421

square = 18..05

P < .001
High

24

Working
low

4 :24)

20 451
13

.711i square = 475
p < 05

1.23
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:n Table 37, relationships between satisfaction with the teacher and
utilization at three i,cial status levels are presented.

These data

show that satisf,:,ction with the teacher is significantly related to the

utilization of intelligence for girls at every social status level
Although low satisfaction with the teacher seldom occurs for girls, when
it does, it is usually acompahied by low utilization,

The relationships between perceived parental support of school
and utilization of intelligence at the three social ,:lasts levels are

summarized

in Table 38,

Tnese data show that perceived parental support

and utilization are significantly associated only for the lower middle
class girls.

Tel BIT. 38

SOCIAL CLASS AND PER.F1ED P4hENT4
11F1AT1ON

Familial Social
Class

T:PPORT

TO _7_1..1?.;.77.0N

Parental
Support

"tilizatioa
High
Low

54 .78,

Upper Middle
I_ ow

7

.54!

15 ,22)
6

Chi square = 3.42
p = NS

High

83

70)

37

!30)

Low

18 [46j

21

54)

Lower Middle

Chi square = 7.09
p < .01

HIgh

22 '47)

Working
Low

6

25 j33;
8 :57:,

Phi square = ,068

p =NS

)25

In considering girls as a separate population, the results

indicate, so far, that satisfaction with the teacher is more Highly and
universally associated with utilization of intelligence than is any other
variable.

Further analyses of the female data provide additional support

for this conclusion,

the next stage of the analysis for girls. we

first control on perceived peer sta:ds

tnen on perceived p,,ren'lai sup.

port. in order to determine if satisfaction with t,eacner and utilinti.on

are associated when the effects of tnese ariables are removed_

71.KF 39
PERCF:....VED PEER ;?A- .3
1_N FE:_..

Perceived Feer
Status

High

=.')3 7.1

71R.

Satisfaction with
Teacher

low

High

123 .75

Low

18

40

'42,

25

25 '58'

Chi square

17.79

P < A".101

High

35

Low

16 '38:

63

21 :37'
26

62:

Chi square = 5,73
P < 02

The data in Table 39 indicate that satisfaction with
teacher
and utilization are associated for girls whether
they perce;ve themselves
as having high or low status in the peer group.

rifferehce,, in percen-

tages and the chi square results leave little doub,,
that being satisfied

with the teacher is important for a girl's

utilization of har intelli-

gence regardless of her relations with peers.

17
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the analysis preseht,O ii --?ble 40 i

of relatilisnip betweeo
wltri teacher

Anci

mur,

type

parce:.;.7,Fd par,:ntal

1.111"1iiZit)

with a percepti 31 Of iOW

F.

Tc 1

rh:ug71

,ouppott are

nor.

ts
.1,,

for girls with low Deer :suppot7
is associated with utill.zatioo

g',r I

th
i

if

of perceived p;,rehtal sAppor--..

C1-? t

the indi.cation that the te-,1r.her

pitenr.

of academic :flotivatioa aid achie-ienu:nt in

E'.1-

f -ree E r

7h,

pup,:

level

.713..:N-

7,J

-7:FR

if.

Perceived Parental
Support

Satisfaction With
Teacher

_ow

-'igh

High

137

75,

43

25

43

32

57,

High
24

37.1are = 20,56

Cpl

p<
.

igh

-

10()).

21

57,

16

10

.34,

19 '66!

I ow

Law

43:

Chi scriare = 3 24
.03 < p < .,10

-------

-_-_-_-_,

The data allow for still a third analysis stage for the girls,
controlling the effects of .social class

perceived peer group status, a-id

perceived parental support while observing tie relationship between saris,
faction

the teach.a.r and

our

1

pre-.7i.)15

-ioa:yses
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indicated significant results for only lower middle class girls

tie effects

of parental support. peer status_ and teacner satisfactin will be analyzed

for this social status classification only,
In Table 41

tie data indicate that for lower middle class girls-

satisfaction with the teacher and utiiizat:on are associated only for
those with a perception of high peer status,

However

an inspection of

the results for the lower middls class girls with low peer statas does
indicate a trend supporting the importance of tne reacher variable.,

TA'..E 41

PERCEIVED PEER STA:NS AND SATISTfACTT,ON W.7H 7FM:RER
TO 7._37:17.7.ATION FOR. LOWER

Familial
Social
Class

Peer
Status

its)..A717,,N

W_DDLF MASS 6TR13

Satisfaction
With
Teacher

High

iiization

High

low

63

80)

16

20.

8

361

14

'64)

High
Low
Lower
Middle
Class

.bi square = 15 51
P < 001
High

18 :62)

11

38o

low

14 .45,

17

55'

Low

''hi square = 1,72

p = NS

The results presented in Table 42 indicate a similar pattern.
The data show that satisfaction with teacher and utilization
are associated
for lower middle class girls with a perception of high parental
support,

but not for girls with low parental slphort.
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42

PERCEVEr PARENTAL .-;ipnR: ANI;
P)P. 10WFR M:DDLT

Familial
Social
Class

'TFA.';'FR

C.PIS

3.atisfaction
t'eer

With

Status

leacnT

7.igh

7i

79'

19

14

.44f

18

21.

High
ear

lower
Middle
Class

.56

sa-_are = 13.79
P < .001

-igh

10

56;

8 :44)

*Low

low

8

13

62.

Chi square = 1 19
p = NS

The analyses summarized i n :Tables 41 and 42 provide partial

substantiation for the emphasis on tne imporaice of the teacher as an

emotional affiliate which nas emerged'il the analysis ,f these data in
this chapter.

The results in Fable 43 more clearly support this emphasis

.)71

pupil satisfaction with :ha teacher as an important fertor io pupil
utilization of intelligence.

With boys aid girls cmbined

the data

indicate the association between satisfaction witn teacher and utilizatinn

persists while controlling on familial social
support, and perceived peer status,

class

perceived parental

1.;iVE1 chic miny controls and our

sample size, the data did not allow for separate analyses of boys and
girls.

The results in Table 43 indicate clearty that satisfaction with

the teacher and utilization are associated win the eqs:ts of social
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class, parental support, and peer status are held
constant.

ditions

in ali con

with the exception of lower middle class pupils with
perceptions

of low parental support and low peer status, high
satisfaction with the

teacher appears to be more powerful than all other social
influence factors

in affecting full utilization of intelligence.

TABLE 43

PERCEIVED PARENTAL SUPPORT., PEER. STATT3S,

SAT:':.SEACTON W:TH TEACER

IN RELATION TO 7.1T7.1:ZATaiN FOR LOWER .4.:-.DOLE CLASS P;T:LS

(Boys and Girls)

Familial
Social
Class

Parental
Support

Peer

Status

Satisfaction
With
Teacher

High

7itilization

High

74 ''64)

low

42 '36)

High

low

High

7

',24)

22

Chi Square = 14.80
P < .001

High

26 (,59.)

18

12

25 (.68;

Low
..32;

Chi Square = 50 74
P < .02

Lower
Middle
Class

". mL .4. S.8.!
High

12 j:67)

al

6 ;33)

High

Low
Low

3 (25)

9

.75)

Chi Square = LOU
P < .05

High

4 !:27;

11

Low

7 (25)

21 (75)

Low

.r.73)

Chi Square = .01
p = NS
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In summary, when considering the relationships between utilization of intelligence and the non-intellectual variables chosen for
study,

boys and girls show different patterns of relationships in iome cases,
and
similar patterns in others.

The two sexes differ in the influence of

perceived parental attitudes and home social class background on utilization of intelligence.

For girls, the variables of familial social class

and perceived parental support are both significantly associated
with
utilization.

Neither of these relationships F_Ad for boys.

9r1 the other

hand, boys and girls are similar in that both perceived
status in the peer

group and satisfaction with the teacher are significantly associated
with
utilization,

The classroom process variables of peer dynamics and teacher

social-emotional influence are the most significant factors studied
here
for utilization of intellectual abilities for both
iexes.

The results of this multi stage analysis indicate that when
the influences of familial social class, perceived parental
support,
perceived peer statu:i,, and satisfaction with the teacher
are compared for

their relative impact on the utilization of intelligence, pupil
satin
faction with the teacher and utilization are associated when
the other
three variables are controIlecL

For girls in particular, the importance

of being satisfied with the teacher for utilization is
borne out in the
stage by stage analysis..

As each source of variation is held constant

all variables are no longer significantly associated with
utilization

except for satisfaction with the teacher.

The teacher, as a social-

emotional leader, has an effect on achievement for both boys
and girls,

according to our data, which is independent to a significant
degree from
the effects of parents and peers.

In contrast to the relative importance of satisfaction with
the teacher, the data also indicate that familial social
class is a
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minor factor in influencing pupil utilization in our population.
Although social class and utilization are associated, the impact of
social class is diminished as the effects of other social influences are
held constant.

Particularly for the boys, familial social class and par-

ental support are less important than the factors of peer group status
and satisfaction with the teacher in influencing utilization,

These

results are in agreement with recent sociological literature indicating
that social class is not a very powerful predictor of school achievement.

One possible explanation is that social categories other than
occupational status are more potent influences in contemporary America
Data reported by Luszki and Schmuck (1963), for instance, indicate that
while paternal occupational status and pupils' perceptions of parental
support of school are not related, the levels of paternal and maternal
education are associated with a child's perception of parental support
of school.

The research of Miller and Swanson (1958) further suggests

that paternal occupational style, e.g., entrepreneurial or bureaucratic,

might be more relevant to pupil attitudes and achievement than occupational
status.

The data of this study also show that whereas influences on
utilization which stem from the home are minimal for boys as compared to
girls, the impact of peer status is strong for both sexes. Although home
influences and peer group relations are related to utilization, the teacher
emerges in these data as the most potent single factor in the school life
of the pupil.

The results indicate that pupil perceptions of the teacher

far outweigh all other influences on the level of utilization of intelligence for both sexes.

The importance of the teacher's social-emotional

relationship skills for pupil motivation and achievement receive additional
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support from several. findini:s arising from further analyses of the same
pupils,

The first of these findings is as f7'llo-ws:
A lack of congruence between the way a Ruoll_feels_abput_class-

room relevant behaviors and how he thinks the teacher feels is accompanied
,tea low level of utilization of intelligence.

This generalization, substantiated by Schmuck, luszki, and
Epperson -.1963) in an investigation of N pilot sample of pupils for the

present study, is based o

the ass.impt:on toot pupils who ha 4e attitudes

about school which differ from thise of the reacher are more likely to be
deprived of rewards from the teacher than pupils whose attitudes are
more consonant with those of the teacher.,

is further assumed that

with few rewards forthcoming from the teacher. a pupil feels excluded
and often develops feelings of inadequacy and incompet.ency as a result.
Since individuals tend to behave in a manner consistent with their self
images, it seems probable that those pupils who see themselves as inadequate
and incompetent will be significantly deterred from effective academic
performances.

On the basis of assumptions like these. Schmuck, luszki, and

Epperson tested the relationhips between pupil attitudinal congruence
with the teacher and utilization,

order to measure congruence between

the pups attitudes and tnose which he atrtibutes to the teacner, each
pupil was presented with a series of statements dealing with classroom
standards.

Each pupil. was asked

indicate how he personally feat and

how he thought the teacher, felt about thi standards.

Discrepancy scores

were obtained between the .pupil's own feelings and those he attributed to

the teacher, and were used as measures of cong.;.ence.
analysis substantiated the hypothesis.

The results of the
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A second finding bearing on teacher influences which emerged from
analysis of another aspect of the data collected in the
present study is
as follows:

Pails_with more_comatible_affective_relations_with teachers
utilize their intelligence at a_higher level_than_those with less

com

natible relations.
In substantiating this generalization each teacher was asked to
rate every pupil on a nine-point scale to indicate how much he was
attracted to the pupil.

These ratings were used as an index of the

teacher's liking for each pupil.

At the same time, every pupil was asked

to indicate how he would like his teacher to change in the area of acting
friendly.

The magnitude of change desired by the pupil was used as an

indication ofattractionfor the teacher.

A teacher-pupil compatibility

measure was derived from combining these two attraction measures.
To derive a measure of the contribution of intelligence and
academic performance to these compatibility scores, an analysis of
variance was performed.

The analysis summarized in Table 44 indicates

that both intelligence and academic performance account for some of the

variation of the teacher pupil compatibility.

Performance, however, accounts

for more than twice as much variation as intelligence, indicating
that

compatibility and utilization of intelligence are significantly related.
Granted the importance of teacher social-emotional influence
on pupil motivation and achievement, why, we might ask, do girls differ

so consistently from boys in utilizing their intelligence at a higher
level?

The answer can be given partially by the following two findings:
Classroom related attitudesoLgirls_are more congruent with

attitudes of the teacher than are those of boys.
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TABLE 44

ANAL SIS OF Ta

CONTRIKTED BY INCELIWENCE AND PERFORMANCE

ON THE PARC OF PUPILS TO TEACHER-YJE7.L COMPATIBILIT?

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

df

Var.
est.

Signif.
Level

f

Intelligence

19.592

1

19192

13.4

.001

Academic
Performance

50.290

1

50.290

343

.001

interaction

.41

1

.41

Ind.

147.731

100

1.467

To* al

217.022

103

2.107

.3

NS

Findings in support of this generalization are reported by
Epperson (1962) in a study of the same pupils used
in the present analysis.
Epperson's analysis indicates a difinite trend
for girls to hold attitudes
congruent with those of the teacher more often than boys

;.X2

= 8.13.

p < .05).

Girls have more compatible affective relations with
teachers
than bola.

A second finding shedding light on the
relationship between sex
of pupil and teacher social-emotional influences
emerged from further

analysis of the present data.

The finding is that more mutual attraction,

or compatibility is indicated between girls and teachers
than between
boys and teachers.

In twenty-six classrooms for which data were available

in this analysis, the mean girlteacher
compatibility was higher than the

mean boy-teacher compatibility in nineteen classes.

Further, .a T-test

between these two means for the whole sample is
significant at less than
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the .05 level.

The data conf:.rm the proposition that girls and teachers

have more compatible relations than boys and teacheri§.
Since only seven of the twentysix teacners involved in this

compatibility analysis are male, however

1: is conceivable that an

interaction exists between sex of pupil and sex of the ,_eacher,.

We

might ask, for instance, is it the case tha: female teachers
are more
compatible with girls

while male teachers ar.e.more compatible with boys?

In order to answer this query.an:analysis of the
variance of the compatibility score was made

considering the sex of the pupil

the teachers as the sources of variation.

and the sex of

Table 45 shows rnat both

sources of variation are significant at or below the .01 level.
interaction between the factors is not significant.
rooms under study, female teachers,

However,

Thus, in the class-

in general have more compatible re-

lationships with pupils than male teachers do, and girl pupils
have
more compatible relations with their teachers than boy pupils..
clusion, these results show that female teacher and boy

vpil

7n con-

male

teacher and girl pupil are next most compatible, and
that male teachers
and boy pupils are least compatible.
small, however
results.

This sample of male teachers is very

causing us to hesitate inputting much emphasis on the

Nevertheless, these data are clear in emphasizing now impor-

tant it is for teachers to possess the social- emoti "nai skills
needed

in relating positively to children of both sexes.
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TBLF 45
ANALYSIS OF TrjE VARIATT.ON CONTRIB.:7ED BY SEX le P':;PIL AND 7EACtiER.
TO F7P11-TEACHER. ,:OMPATIIKL:TY

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares
I..

df

Var,
Est.

f

iignif
Level

m*

Pupil's sex

60.26

1

60.26

11,39

Teacher's sex

29015

1

39.15

7.40

.01

4.50

1

4.58

.87

NS

Ind.

3,693.45

698

5029

Total

3,797 44

701

Interaction

00i

IMPLICATIONS

One implication that appears obvious in light of these findings
is that, regardless of the sex of the teacher, he or she must work on
modifying orientations toward and expectations about male pupils

Con-

sidering both sexes to have similar cognitive resources during the very
early elementary years may be a partial determinant of boys being dissatisfied with school later in their development.

For although boys and

girls do not differ significantly on general intelligence scores in the
upper elementary years and higher, some studies (Olson, 1949) have indicated that girls do excell boys in the speed with which they develop and
use cognitive skills, especially verbal skills, during the first few
years of school.

Given the importance of verbal skills for achievement

in school, any early frustration and consequent decrement in performance
can be very detrimental to a boy's self-esteem.

Indeed, Bledsoe and

Garrison (1962) in a comprehensive study of 605 fourth and sixth grader

14
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pupils show that girls have significantly higher
self-concept ratings
than boys at both grade levels.

Teachers 'ho expect the same level of

academic performance for both sexes during

these

early

years

years may actually be generating in male pupils feelings
of inadequacy,
incompetency, and negative attitudes toward teachers
in general with
the result that these boys are not able to utilize their
intellectual
abilities to the fullest extent during the rest of
their formal education.

Finally, the results of this study point to the
significant
impact of the immediate classroom milieu for
a pupil's utilization of
intelligence.

Social-emotional aspects of both peer group relations

and teacher relationships appear to take precedence
over the extraschool influences of the family in shaping
a pupil's motivation to
learn and his consequent academic performance.
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SUMMARY AND CONCUISIONS

Backaround

The school provides one of the major socialization cultures for the
child..

Its impact is exerted on him through his continuous participation

in the interaction and activities of the

laseroom

playground

Parents

play a significant role in shaping t- he child s predisposi..71 )1:
role

pup; I

Peers and Teachers represent the most important direct Influence

figures in pupils

classroom life

of influence on pupils

The effects of these tnree sources

mental health and learning are one of two general

topics studied in detail here

The second involves an analysis of teacher-

pupil compatibility patterns and how theee are related to the personal
characteristics of teachers and pupils on the one hand and the classroom
learning environment on the other

Collaboration between pupil and tea.ber

and supportive peer relations are crucial for the etfl:.ient transmission
of the academic culture and for the development and growth of creative
cultural contributions
Objectives.
1

To study some of the determinants and effect; -4 a pupil's

perception of his parents
2.

attitudes toward sch9o1

To study some relationsnips of peer liking patterns in the

classroom to pupil attitudes and performance.
3.

To study some relationships of teacher attitAes to pupil

attitudes and performance.
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4

To study the relative impact of parent, peer, and teacher

factors on pupil performance
5.

To study the determinants and effe,:ts of teacher-pupil compati-

bility patterns
Procedure

The data reported in this study were derived from some public
school classrooms in rural, industrial, suburban, and university communities

The data from each classroom were obtained from three sources
naires and group interviews with pupils.

'a) question-

i,b1 questionnaires and interviews

with teachers, and (c) a brief period of classroom observation
The sample was selected from a group of teachers in southeastern
Michigan who volunteered to participate in the project.

The selection of

teachers from the volunteers was determined by the objective of sampling

diverse representation of types of communities and grade levels

a

As a result,

a subject pool compristig 727 children was drawn from twenty-seven public
school classrooms.

Some of the fathers' occupations for the pupils in the

sample differ significantly from cla7isroom to classroom

For instance. in

one classroom ninety per ::,nt of the fathers are professional, while in another,

ninety-seven per cent are classified as unskilled.

The racial comvsition

ranges from predominantly Negro in one class to all white in others

The

diversity of the sample suggests that the results are applicable to most

midwest communities outside of large urban areas
All of the questionnaires were administered by members of the
research team in the Spring of 1960 and again in i961.

The only exceptions

to this general procedure were a short family background information form
and a sentence completion test which were administered by the regular

vi
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.classroom teacher

Each teacher was instructed carefully in the standard

administration procedure

Nearly all of the pupils had the experience of filling out a
shorter but similar questionnaire in the Fall of 1960

Children who did

not have adequate reading skills to follow the questionnaire

which was

read to all pupils by the examiner, were eliminated from the sample

Approximately two per cent of the original sample did not complete their

questionnaires and therefore are not imluded in this sample

Hence,

this study does not include children with severe academic disabiiities
Results and Conclusions
Parental Influen:es
1.

Parents who are perceived by their children as

Tportive

of school life have more formal educati:,n than those who are indifferent
or nonsupportive.
2.

Children of mothers who work full time see their mother

as less supportive of school than do other children.
Younger pupils view their parents as supvrting their -,chcol

life more than older pupil.
4

Pupils who perceive their parents as holding supportive

attitudes toward their school life utilize their abilities more fully
than pupils who perceive less parental support
5

Indices for parental support

f schocl, self-esteem, and

attitudes toward school show that pupils who view their parents as
supporting school have higher self-esteem and more positive attitudes
toward school than pupils who view less parental support of school.
Peer Influences
1

Classroom peer groups distinguished by more liking diffuse-

ness exhibit more positiv-e -group affe:A than groups with more Lentrality.

ISO
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2.

Pupils are more accurate when estimating their actual

liking status in the peer group, the more liking choices are centrally
structured in the group.
3.

Pupils with low actual liking status are lower utilizers

of their abilities than pupils with higher actual liking status.
4.

Pupils who perceive themselves as holding low liking

status are lower utilizers of their abilities than pupils with higher
perceived status.

This result emphasiz.s the importance of introducing

perceived status into studies relating sociometric status to performance
5

Perceived liking status in the peer group is related posi-

tively and significantly to both attitude toward self and attitude toward
school, while actual liking status :;hows no such relation to these
variables.
6.

Associations exist between actual liking status and

one's utilization of abilities, only for pupils with high potency of
involvement in the peer group.
7.

Associations exist between actual liking status and atti-

tudes toward self only for pupils with high potency of involvement in
the peer group.
8.

The attitude toward self of pupils with high potency of

involvement in the peer group is more positive as peer group structure
increases in diffuseness.

Teacher Influences
1.

The more a teacher likes a particular pupil, the less

isolated he is from the teacher
2.

Isolation from the teacher is greater when a pupil per-

ceives himself as being disliked by his teacher than when he thinks he
is liked by the teacher
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3.

A high level of isolation from the teacher is accompanied

by a high level of dissatisfaction with the teacher
4.

A pupils dissatisfaction with his teacher is accompanied

by dissatisfaction for himself flow self-esteem)
5-

Pupils who are isolated from the teacher have more negative

attitudes toward school than those who are not isolated from the teacher.
6.

Pupils who have positive attitudes toward class are higher

utilizers of their intelligence than those who are less attracted to the
class.

Parent

Peeri_and Teacher Influences Compared

1.

Girls utilize their intellectual abilities more highly than

2.

Social class and utilization of intelligence are related

boys.

positively for girls but not for boys.
3.

Perceived liking status in the peer group is positively

associated with utilization of intelligence for both boys and girls.
4.

Pupil satisfaction with the teacher and utilization of

intelligence are positively related for both sexes.
5

Perceived parental support of school and utilization

of

intelligence are related positively for girls but not for boys
6.

Perceived peer status and utilization are associated only

in the case of girls designated as lower middle class.
7.

Satisfaction with the teacher is significantly related

to the utilization of intelligence for girls at every social status
level.
8.

Perceived parental support and utilization

associated only for the lower middle class girls

lq'

are significantly

1
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9.

Satisfaction with teacher and utilization are associated

for girls whether they perceive themselves as having high or low status
in the peer group.
10.

Satisfaction with teacher is associated with utilization

of intelligence for girls regardless of the level of perceived parental
support
11.

For both sexes combined, satisfaction with the teacher and

utilization are associated when the effects of social class, parental
support, and peer status are held constant.
12.

A lack of congruence between the way

a pupil feels about

classroom relevant behaviors and how he thinks the teacher feels is
accompanied by a low level of utilization of intelligence.
13.

Pupils with more compatible affective relations with

teachers utilize their intelligence at a higher level than those with
less compatible relations
14.

Classroom related attitudes of girls are more congruent

with attitudes of the teacher than are those of boys
15.

Girls are more compatible with teachers than boys
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APPENDIX

Sociometric Questions

In every classroom there are some pupils who seem to do
certain
things or act in certain ways more often than other pupils.
We would
like to know which pupils you think do certain things
more often than
others, Please answer each question as thoughtfully
as you can, using
your class list with the names and numbers

Which 4 persons in this class do you like the most?
Please
write their numbers in the 4 blanks below
Jot down a few words on the
blank telling why you like that person
Write only one number on each
line.
Do not include your own number.
Pupil's

Why do you like each one?

Number
Like most
like next most
Like third from most
Like fourth from most

Which 4 persons do you like the least?
Write the numbers in
the blanks and jot down a few words about why you don't
like that person
so much. Write only one number on each line.
Do not include your own
number
Pupil s
Number
like the least

Like next least
Like third from least
Like fourth from least

Why don't you like him or her so much?

Where would you place yourself in judging how mcuh the_others
in class like you?
In highest part lquarterl of the class
In second highest part (.quarter!

In third part ,quarter)

In lowest part iquarter

Who are the four pupils in this class who you think most
often get other pupils in this class to do what they want them to do/
Write the numbers of the 4 persons in the c.,7,rrect blanks below, and fill
in the line with a few words saying why he or she is able to get others
to do things, Write only one number on each line.
Do not include your
own number
Pupil's
Number

Why is each able to get others
to_cle_things?

Most often
Next most often
Third most often

Fourth most often

Who are the four pupils in this class who you think least often
get others to do what they want them to do7 Write the numbers in the correct
blanks below and fill in a few words about why you think they are not able
to get others to do things
Write only one number on each line
Do not
include your own number
Fupil s
Number

Least often
Next to least often

Third from least often
Fourth from least often

Why is each not able to get others
to do things'

Compared with the others in this (lass. how often can you get
others to do what you want them to do?
fla...e yourself in one of the
four parts of the class by checking one of the blanks below'
l'm in the highest part lquarter.' of the class

-------

I'm in the second highest part (quarter
I'm in the third part (quarter?

______

I'm in the lowest part (quarter.

Who art the four persons in this class who you think are best
at doing the kinds of work you do in this class? Write in the blank what
he or she is particularly good at
Do not include your own number
Pupil's
Number

What is each good at?

Best

Next best
Third best

Fourth best

Who are the four pupils in this class who you think are poorest
at doing the kinds of work you do in this (14ss7 Write in the plank whist
he or she is not able to do very well. Do not include your own number.
Pupil's
Number

Poorest

Next to poorest

Third from poorest

Fourth from poorest

What is he or -14Ue not able- to de verywell'

Compared with the others in this class, how good
are you at
doing the kinds of work this cia.;s. does'
Place yourself in one of the
four parts of the class by che.-..king one of
the blanks below.
In the highest part 1.quarterl of the class

_______

In the second highest part (quarter)
In the third part lquarte0
In the lowest part Auarter)

Potency of Involvement Question

Are there other young people about your
age not in this group
whom you like better than anyone in this group'
Yes

No

iflease check right answer)

If you answered "Yes", how many of these other
young pe,,ple
would you say there are that you like better than
anybody in thiA clast:.?

(write in the number yu
o would guess)
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Everyone has some things about him you like and some things about him you don't like so much
Some
people seem to have more things about them you like and other people have more things about them you
don't like.
Look at the circles below.
Suppose that each circle stands for a different kind of person. Each
person has different amounts of things you like and don't like
Circle
has all pluses (E) in it. This
stands for a person who has only things about him you like
Circle 9 has all minuses (-) in it
This
stand, for a person who has only things about him you don't like. The other circlles have different amounts
of pluses and minuses. These circles stand for people, some of whom have more things you like than don't
like, and some of whom have more things you don't like than things you like
For each person in this etas;, pick the
which qhows the combination of things you like and
don't like
Then put a check
f_1r each person under the circle you chose
Check just one circle
for each person
N, this tor yourself too
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Every pupil has chara,:teristics which you like and other Lharacteristics which you don't like so
Some pupils seem 0 have more things about them that you, as a teacher, like; while other pupils
have more things about them that you don't like
look at the cu.-cies below
Suppo.e that each cir.le stands for a different kind of pupil.
Each
This
pupil ha: different amounts of things you like and don't like
(11%le
has all pluses ei-) in it
stands for a pupil who has nnly things about him y-9 like Circle 9 has all minuses 1-) in it This
stand: tor a pupil who has only things about him you don't like
The other cir.les have different amounts
The ircles stand for pupils some of whom have more things y1) like than
of plose: and minuses
things you don't like and some ot whom have more things you don't like than thing, you like
For each pupil in your t lass, pick the
ire
which :hows the ,ombination ofithine vo.i like and
don't like then put a ,JieLk
lor each pupil under the %ircle you *hose
r.he(k ju:r one kArcle for
eaLh pupil
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SENTENF r(IMP'E',77,(1NS

Name

Cate
(..last)

'First.

Teacher

Grade

On the lines below yoi will find a number 3f
sentences witch are started
but are not finished.
:omplete each sentence t:;.tt1Lhow..you. realky
feel.
let's try an example. Sappose the sentence reads
A.

Today I want to

To complete this sentence you might write
'play ball,' "get a go)d grade.
"finish my homework early so I can go to a show," or many
many ether
things. depending on what you real.:y want.
s.iere's another harder
one

B.

rompared with most years. this one

To finish this sentence you might write.
"didn't have as much snow,"
was about the same as most years." 'was more in:eresuing
for me " or
many other things to tell now v_ ou feel this y =ar was alike
nr different
from most years.
Now start with the first sentence below. telling how
you really feel..
Do every on'.,
Be sure to make i whole sen-.ence,
'here are no right or
wrong answers. each person will hare
different sentences.
-land in yot:r
paper as soon as you have finished,
1,

Compared with mo-t families, mine

2.

1 am best wnen

3.

My schoolwork

4.

Some day r

5.

Studying is
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6.

Sometimes I think I am

7.

I learn best when

8.

If someone makes fun of me, I

9.

Mothers should learn that

10..

When I look at other boys and girls aid then look at myself

11.

A nice thing about my family

12.

Homework is

13.

When I grow up I want to be

14.

I get in tr,uble when

15.

I wish my father

16.

Learning out of books is

17.

If I could be someone else I

18.

If only teachers

19.

When 1 am by myself

T. feel
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20.

When I talk about school, my mother

21.

To keep from getting into a fight, you must

22

I am happiest when

23.

Fathers should learn that

24.

To get along well in a group, you have to

25.

I can't learn when

26.

I wish my mother

27.

Making friends is hard if

28.

What I like to do most is

29.

If I should fail in school

30.

When I look in the mirror,

31.

My family treats me like

32.

In class, working by myself is

33.

When I am older

E3
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34.

A mother is nice when

35.

When I talk about school, my father

36.

When l'm not around my friends

37,

1 get mad when

38.

Most of all I want t)

39.

A father is nice when

40.

In class

41.

At home I

42.

1 often wish

43.

My teacher thinks

44,

If 3. were a parent. I

working with others is

45.

When I get mad

46.

This school

-

